
PROJECT REPORT: YEAR 1 2012–2013

Creative Connections is generously supported by the Palley Family

‘It was an amazing moment, seeing your artwork among all those other 
brilliant artworks and then seeing your name written on the wall. I felt like 
I’d become a professional artist… our work was shown in such a beautiful way. 
Now I’m able to see how people are affected by the history of Tower Hamlets… 
a beautiful, vibrant place’  
Project participant
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In this first year of Creative Connections the National Portrait Gallery and its Tower 
Hamlets partners; St Paul’s Way Trust School and the Arbour explored the themes of 
people, place and portraiture through a rich programme of workshops designed to support 
young people’s development. Collaboration was a central tenet in all that was achieved 
with the partners, young people and stakeholders participating in what the project artist 
referred to as a conversion that took place between; the Gallery, the school, the young 
people and people ‘sitters’ from the Collection, connected to Tower Hamlets. 

The majority of the young people participating in the project were from audiences 
underrepresented at the Gallery. Of the 56, 14-16 year olds, the majority were 
Bangladeshi (75%) and over 50% were in receipt of free school meals, these statistics 
are indicative of the social demographics of Tower Hamlets.

The practice of socially engaged artist, Lucy Steggals, enabled the young people from St 
Paul’s Way Trust School to work individually (in making their responses to the sitters) and 
then collectively, combining  their ideas together to create a series of abstract and playful 
new artworks. The displaying of their work alongside the sitters portraits encouraged 
audiences to look again at the Collection, providing new interpretations and opportunities 
to discover the sitters stories.

Working concurrently the young people from the Arbour joined forces with the Gallery 
to produce an insightful, personal and gently humorous film depicting Tower Hamlets 
through their eyes. The film formed an introduction to the display, setting the scene and 
providing audiences with a sense of the spirit of the borough.

The young people from both organisations were enthusiastic and clear in what they felt 
had been achieved through the project agreeing that they had; developed their art skills 
and extended their understanding of portraiture; broadened their sense of personal 
identity and pride in relation to Tower Hamlets and it’s people; grown in self confidence and 
esteem; and made strong connections between the Gallery and its relevance to their lives.

During the period of the Creative Connections display 495,000 people came to the 
Gallery, with an estimated 20%, 100,000 of these visiting Creative Connections. A 
bespoke leaflet and marketing campaign that targeted Tower Hamlets resulted in a 
significant increase of 10% in audiences from the borough. 

The popular public events programme, that accompanied the display, contributed to 
the successful development of audiences, through forming new relationships with Tower 
Hamlets cultural organisations; 822 people took part in 17 events. The project website and 
accompanying social media sites received 17,000 visits to their pages during the period of 
the display of which 44% were from new visitors.

Creative Connections is generously funded by the Palley Family

Executive summary 
Year 1: Creative Connections in Tower Hamlets
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•	 Year	one	(Tower	Hamlets)	partners,	St	Paul’s	Way	Trust	School	and	the	Arbour	with	a		
 total of 56 participants (aged 14-16 years).

•	 Majority	of	participants	were	Bangladeshi	(75%)	and	many	were	in	receipt	of	free		
 school meals.

•	 St	Paul’s	Way	Trust	School:	48	participants	from	x	2	Year	10,	GCSE	Art	groups	(approx		
 24 students per group).

  x11 workshops per group, including x1 day (of workshops) at the Gallery; 
  November 2012 - June 2013.

  Outputs: x8 collaborative pieces each representing one sitter, x44 individual   
  sculptures and photographic images. 

•	 The	Arbour:	8	participants,	x5	of	whom	were	from	the	Arbour	‘Act	Change’		 	
 programme for young people at risk and x3 from the young volunteers programme.

  x13 workshops including x1 day (of workshops) at the Gallery; February - June 2013.

  Outputs: x1 film. 

•	 The	Creative Connections display was shown at the National Portrait Gallery from 
 10 June – 8 September 2013.

•	 During	the	display	period,	495,000	people	came	to	the	Gallery,	an	estimated	20%	of		
 these visited Creative Connections, meaning a display visitor figure of c.100, 000.

•	 The	average	display	dwell	time	was	15	minutes.

•	 20,000	Creative Connections promotional leaflets were distributed; project mention in  
 60,000 copies of ‘What’s On’ leaflet; project on Gallery railings board; project feature 
 on Gallery e-newsletter to 113,000 recipients (July 2013); 5 separate press/online features.

•	 Bespoke	leaflet	and	marketing	campaign	targeting	Tower	Hamlets	resulted	in	a		 	
 significant increase of 10% in audiences from the borough during the display period  
 (from 3% to 13%).

•	 Popular	public	events	programme,	which	accompanied	the	display,	contributed	to	the		
 successful development of audiences; 822 people took part in 17 events. 

•	 Project	website	and	accompanying	social	media	sites	received	17,000	visits	to	their		
 pages during the period of the display of which 44% were from new visitors.

•	 Total	project	delivery	cost	for	year	one	was	£94,770.

Overview - project statistics
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‘Going to the Gallery and 

behind the scenes was really 

exiting and is something we 

don’t get to do…to actually 

have a workshop in the 

Gallery working with an artist, 

that’s definitely been one 

of our missions’ 
Art Department team member
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Summary: Creative Connections is a four-year project (2012–2016) connecting young 
people (aged 14–16 years) in London with artists to create new responses to the 
National Portrait Gallery’s Collection. The young people are from audiences currently 
under-represented at the Gallery and the Collection artworks are portraits of inspiring 
figures connected to the young people’s local area. Each year Creative Connections 
is taking place in partnership with schools and community organisations in different 
London boroughs resulting in a display at the Gallery accompanied by digital material.

The first year of the project took place in the East London borough of Tower Hamlets in 
partnerships with St Paul’s Way Trust School and The Arbour community organisation. 
GSCE Art students from the school worked with artist Lucy Steggals to create a series of 
new artworks that responded to the Collection and young people from the Arbour worked 
with the Gallery to create a film about their locality. The artworks and film were displayed 
in two of the Contemporary spaces in the Gallery, alongside the Collection artworks 
that inspired them, June – September 2012. To compliment the display a website was 
launched which supported and extended project activity.

Throughout the period of the display a full programme of activities for adults, families, 
community groups extended engagement with the display themes and content. 

Introduction to Creative Connections

Creative Connections: outcomes and activities. 
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Aim: To inspire young people, raise aspirations and support their creative and personal 
development through working with Gallery and project artists to foster the making of 
personal connections between the Gallery: people, places and portraiture.

Objectives: 
•	 To	establish	local	partnerships	in	London	with	audiences	currently	under-	 	 	
 represented at the Gallery.
•	 To	engage	young	people	aged	14-16	years	(from	the	partner	organisations)	with		
 portraiture and the lives of inspirational figures, from the Gallery’s Collection, who have  
 a strong connection to their locality. 
•	 To	work	with	contemporary	artists	in	facilitating	the	experience	of	young	people’s		
 participation in the project.
•	 To	develop	exhibitions	that	give	contemporary	interpretations	of	‘the	figures’		 	
 produced by the artist in collaboration with the young people
•	 To	develop	and	extend	audiences	through	the	creation	of	dynamic	digital	content		
 both at the Gallery and online.
•	 To	contribute	to	the	ongoing	development	of	the	Gallery’s	practice	and	approach	to		
 youth participation and engagement specifically with young people who are harder 
 to reach.

Approach:
•	 To	place	the	Gallery	and	its	Collection	at	the	centre	of	all	activity.
•	 For	projects	to	have	a	depth	and	breadth	of	impact	by	working	directly	with	a	small		
 group of young people and reaching out to their wider communities. 
•	 To	work	in	partnerships	where	the	principles	of	reciprocity	and	equity	are	valued.
•	 To	take	manageable	risks	throughout,	testing	and	learning	from	new	ideas	
 and approaches.
•	 To	explore	socially	engaged	(participatory)	arts	practice,	being	open	to	the		 	
 opportunities provided and flexible in response to methodologies and ambitions. 
•	 To	produce	artworks	and	displays	that	are	of	a	high	quality	employing	Gallery	
 best practice.
•	 To	work	with	partners	to	develop	models	for	‘project	based	learning’	within	the		 	
 National Curriculum.
•	 For	the	programme	to	be	flexible,	evaluating	throughout,	in	order	to	shape	and	inform		
 objectives and outcomes.
•	 To	work	with	teams	across	the	Gallery	in	the	project	realisation,	embedding		 	
 approaches and practice.

Themes: The overarching narratives for Creative Connections are those contained within 
the relationship between: young people; inspiring people who have achieved in the 
areas of identity, citizenship, culture or visionary leadership; and the connection of both 
to a locality. On an annual basis broad themes emerge from these narratives framing 
and informing activities. The themes are resonant of both the geographical area of 
the projects and the lives / achievements of the accompanying inspirational figures for 
example: the movement of people; ideas and influences; endeavor; journey and exchange; 
culture and trends. The socially engaged practice of the artists and the young people’s 
collaboration within this opened-up new interpretations of and responses to people 
and place.
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Audiences: The audiences for Creative Connections can broadly be defined as project 
partners and participants, Gallery /display visitors and online users who fall within the 
following categories: 

•	 Young	people	aged	14–16	years	of	age,	living	in	areas	of	London	where	audiences		
 to the Gallery are underrepresented - working in partnership with formal and 
 informal education provider’s young people are invited to participate directly in 
 project activities.
•	 Secondary	Schools	students,	specifically	those	in	the	boroughs	being	targeted	through		
 the project – schools will be supported to visit through participation in the Gallery’s  
 secondary school leaning programme
•	 Online	audiences,	specifically	young	people	and	those	working	with	young	people.	The	
 process employed to engage young people and the outputs achieved are shared  
 online, social media is employed to promote further engagement.
•	 Families	and	young	people	visiting	the	Gallery	-	working	across	the	Learning	and			
 Participation teams, targeted activities support families and young people in their  
 interpretation of and engagement with the display.
•	 General	Gallery	visitors	and	new	audiences	-	as	part	of	the	Gallery’s	exhibition,	display		
 and public programme Creative Connections is marketed and interpreted to promote /
 support the engagement of all Gallery visitors. A dedicated campaign to reach new  
 audiences in the London boroughs extends and develops the reach.
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Context: Tower Hamlets and project partnerships

Each year from 2012-2016, Creative Connections will take place in a different London 
borough either, North, South, East or West of the capital. In selecting the borough and 
project partners key factors include:

•	 opportunities	to	work	with	younger	audiences	who	face	cultural,	economic,	familial	or		
 social  barriers to accessing cultural organisations
•	 boroughs	that	have	a	diverse	and	rich	variety	of	sitters,	from	the	Gallery	Collection,		
 connected to them
•	 opportunities	to	work	in	reciprocal	partnerships	with	schools	and	community	groups
 indicators that investments made will have a significant impact on project participants 
 and partners.

Tower Hamlets: In year one the project took place in the London borough of Tower 
Hamlets in East London. Often referred to as the ‘East End’ the borough has a distinct and 
diverse identity that has long attracted radicals, whether social, religious or philanthropic. 
Many	of	these	people	are	represented	in	the	National	Portrait	Gallery	Collection.	Bordered	
on the south by the River Thames, Tower Hamlets was once part of the world’s largest 
port. It has seen successive waves of immigration including French Huguenot and Jewish 
refugees and more recently, people from Bangladesh, all of whom have made the 
borough their home.

Tower Hamlets has one of the largest Bangladeshi communities in the country, at 81,000 
or 32% of the population. The borough also has the second highest unemployment rate, 
the highest rate of child poverty in London and is the second most deprived borough 
in London (the third most deprived borough nationally). Although Tower Hamlets 
has benefited from many different initiatives and programmes its residents still face 
considerable cultural, economic and social barriers to access.

Partners: St Paul’s Way Trust School is a Visual Arts and Science Specialist School who 
are keen to ‘nurture in students a lifelong passion for and appreciation of the arts as 
both participants and audience’. Located in the Bow area of Tower Hamlets, St Paul’s 
Way moved to new premises in 2011 and simultaneously undertook an organisational 
restructure which, their most recent Ofstead report states, has resulted in the school having 
‘made outstanding progress’. 

The majority of the school’s students are Bangladeshi with a large percentage having 
English as an additional language; also there are high levels of students receiving free 
school meals. The Art department is a much valued aspect of school life, reflected in its 
Visual Arts specialism and excellent teaching resources. The young people who took part 
in the project were Year10 GCSE Art students.

The Arbour, community organisation, established in 1953, aims ‘to give local people real 
opportunities to discover themselves and become inspired by and active in the world 
around them’. The Arbour run a broad and rich range of activities and programmes with a 
specific focus on women and young people. The young people from the Arbour taking part 
in Creative Connections were drawn from two programmes: ‘Act Change’ an interactive 
drama initiative that helps young people at risk of disengaging with education; and the 
‘youth volunteers’ who support creative activities. 

The project story (year 1)
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Sounding Board: As a project about place, working with the local ‘gatekeepers’ of Tower 
Hamlets cultural heritage was important in ensuring the integrity of the project process, 
the display and the related public programme. The Head of Archives and Libraries at the 
Bishopsgate Institute, a much respected and valued centre for the cultural heritage of East 
London, was central in connecting with these ‘gatekeepers’ and bringing them together to 
meet for what was framed as a Sounding Board session which: 

•	 introduced	the	project	to	the	area
•	 extended	the	Gallery’s	knowledge	of	the	borough	and	people	connected	to	it
•	 tested	the	Gallery’s	research	and	its	accuracy
•	 fostered	support	for	the	project	and	display
•	 informed	interpretation	in	the	display	and	on	the	website	
•	 helped	shape	and	add	content	to	the	public	engagement	programme.

See Appendix 1: Project activities year one for an overview of all of the activities
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Creative Connections at St Paul’s Way Trust School 

Data

•	 No.	of	participants:	48	

•	 Age:	14–15	

•	 Who:	x	2	Year	10,	GCSE	Art	groups	(approx	24	students	per	group)

•	 Ethnicity:	96%	Bangladeshi,	2%	White	British,	2%	Black	British

•	 No.	of	workshops:	x11	per	group	including	1	day	of	workshops	at	the	Gallery

•	 When:	November	2012	–	June	2013

•	 Outputs:	x8	collaborative	pieces	each	representing	one	sitter	,	x44	individual	sculptures		
 and photographic images 

Process
Establishing the young people’s learning outcomes: The project at St Pauls was framed 
by six learning outcomes established jointly by the Gallery and school to compliment 
National Curriculum targets and project objectives. The learning outcomes were:

•	 Knowledge	of	and	confidence	in	accessing	the	Gallery	and	its	Collection.
•	 Increased	knowledge	of	their	local	area	and	‘inspirational’	figures	connected	to	it
•	 Enhanced	sense	of	identity	and	growth	in	local	pride.
•	 Extended	visual	art	and	creative	skills	and	development	of	artistic	practice.
•	 Understanding	of	portraiture	and	extension	of	visual	language.
•	 Insights	into	potential	careers	in	the	cultural	sector	and	knowledge	of	professional	
 arts practice.

Appointment of the project artist: the criteria for appointment of the artist to lead the 
project at St Paul’s Way Trust School was that they were able and experienced facilitators 
of young people and whose work:

•	 drew	on	themes	of	identity,	biography	and	or	heritage
•	 was	participatory	/	collaborative	or	co-productive
•	 had	high	production	values.

The appointed artist was Lucy Steggals, who describes her work as being ‘based upon the 
construction of new or personal narratives’, Lucy’s breadth of experience in co-production 
made her an ideal project lead. Having a fascination with the Archives and the ‘sitter 
boxes’ at the Gallery, Lucy’s proposal was to work with the young people to create a series 
of alternative Tower Hamlets ‘boxes’. Drawing on notions of ‘editing/ re- classification 
and re- representation of visual material’ the aim of each box was to ‘to re introduce the 
sitters to the area’ through the young people’s interpretation of their locality and inspiring 
people connected to it.
Research into the Collection: looking across the Collection research was undertaken to 
identify sitters, from the Collection, connected to Tower Hamlets who:
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•	 were/are	inspirational,	having	positively	contributed	to	British	identity,	citizenship	
 or culture
•	 had	a	contemporary	relevance	to	the	young	people	and	collectively	represent	an		
 inclusive cultural heritage
•	 whose	portraits	employ	a	range	of	mediums	and	approaches	and	have	a	high	
	 artistic	quality	
•	 have	a	physical	trace	/	legacy	in	the	borough	e.g.	a	road	name.	

To support the young people’s relationship with the sitters i.e. their responses to their 
portraits, personalities, achievements and legacies the project team at the Gallery; project 
partners , St Paul’s Way Trust School; and the Project Artist, Lucy Steggals selected eight of 
the identified sitters to be the focus for the young people’s project activity: 

Isaac Rosenberg (1890–1918) 
Poet	and	artist:	Connection	to	place:	A	Blue	plaque	on	the	former	Whitechapel	Public	
Library records where Rosenberg read and wrote poetry. Rosenberg went to school in 
Stepney and lived in Cable Street.

Mark Gertler (1891–1939)
Artist: Connection to place: Born in Spitalfields, Gertler is commemorated there by a Blue 
plaque.	A	coal-hole	cover	beneath	the	plaque	bears	a	representation	of	his	most	famous	
painting,	The	Merry-Go-Round.

Mahatma Gandhi (1869–1948) 
Activist and independence campaigner: Connection to place: Gandhi came to London in 
1931	for	a	conference	on	constitutional	reform	in	India.	He	stayed	at	Kingsley	Hall,	Bow	
for	three	months	where	there	is	a	blue	plaque	to	commemorate	his	visit.

David Adjaye (b.1966) 
OBE Architect: Connection to place: Adjaye’s Idea Store’s Whitechapel and Chrisp Street 
re-imagine the modern library as a bustling community centre. 

Sylvia Pankhurst (1882–1960) 
Political activist, writer, artist: Connection to place: Established a branch of the Women’s 
Social	and	Political	Union	(WSPU)	in	Bow.

Elizabeth Garrett Anderson (1836–1917) Physician: Connection to place: born in 
Whitechapel and lived near the London Hospital Whitechapel. 

Rachel Whiteread (b.1963) 
CBE Sculptor: Connection to place: Tree of Life, the frieze on the front of the Whitechapel 
Gallery, Turner Prize for House a full -sized replica of the interior of a condemned Victorian 
terrace	house	Mile	End,	lives	and	works	in	a	converted	synagogue	in	the	borough.

Edith Cavell (1865–1915) 
Nurse:	Connection	to	place:	Cavell	trained	and	qualified	as	a	staff	nurse	at	the	London	
Hospital. The eight sitters and an additional selection of sitters from the long list were 
shown together in the Creative Connections display with the participatory artworks. It was 
not possible, due to space restrictions, to show all of the portraits, as such a selection as 
made on the strength of sitter’s connection to place, an inclusive representation of Tower 
Hamlets	heritage	and	the	quality	of	the	artwork.	
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See Appendix 8: Biographies and images of sitters in the Creative Connections display for 
details

Project summary: Lucy Steggals worked from the artists brief and research into sitters 
connected to Tower Hamlets to devise a project and workshop plan that was agreed with 
the Gallery and St Paul’s Way. The collaboration between Lucy and the young people was 
defined (by Lucy) in this plan as working in parallel exploring, exchanging and creating 
simultaneously. The workshop programme, to frame these exchanges, was designed to 
engage the young people, in small groups, with eight sitters – each group looking at / 
exploring one sitter. For each sitter two portraits were selected (by the artist) for the young 
people to investigate and make responses to. Lucy divided the workshop process into four 
thematic areas designed to explore the sitter’s identity in relation to the representation of 
their personality, profession, connection to place and the personification (of these). The two 
GSCE art groups both participated in the same workshop programme and each workshop 
employed	different	mediums	and	creative	techniques,	introducing	the	young	people	to	new	
ways of working.

The vehicle to bring the young peoples artwork together was a large, blank ‘Ordinance 
Survey style’ map. The ‘maps’ avoided the linear format of sketch books and allowed the 
young people to make ongoing visual connections. The workshops programme included the 
opportunity for teachers to extend activities with the young people in-between sessions to 
further support 
GCSE targets.

For each of the sitters two portraits were selected for the young people to use as source 
material in exploring the identity and representation of their personality, profession, place 
and the personification of these. The limit to two portraits was based on Lucy’s practice of 
image	editing	and	reproduction,	the	employment	of	which	required	Intellectual	and	Moral	
Rights permissions from the portrait artists. 

Production of participatory artworks: Through the workshops each young person created 
their personal ‘symbolic map’ of’ their sitter’. The maps were scanned and Lucy spent time 
exploring them to identify recurrent themes under the four workshop areas of: personality, 
profession, place and personification. This exploration resulted in the selection and cropping 
(from the maps) of representative images / motifs, colours, patterns and shapes for each 
of the sitters. The crops were then combined with the two original sitter portraits to create 
a series of eight, Victorian style, children’s block puzzles. The puzzles were then returned 
to the young people for one final workshop in which they were invited to create individual 
pieces on the theme of ‘Imaginary Portraits of People and Place’. These pieces were 
photographed, framed and displayed alongside the puzzles in the Creative Connections 
display, thus giving the young people a collective and individual voice.

See Appendix 2: St Paul’s Way Trust School-workshop programme for breakdown of 
activities
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‘the best piece was my sitter’s portrait … I was able to put the shading in 

properly and the proportions of the face was beautiful so it was fantastic’

Project participant

‘One of the best things was going to the Gallery and looking at the 

masterpieces. It’s helped me develop my skills as an artist ... I was able to 

believe that now I can make art pieces and it might go in a gallery again’ 

Project participant
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Creative Connections at the Arbour

Data

•	 No.	of	participants:	8	

•	 Age:	14–17

•	 Who:	x5	participants	from	the	Arbour	‘Act	Change’programme	for	young	people	at	risk,			
x3 from the young volunteers programme 

•	 Ethnicity:	38%	Bangladeshi,	24%	White	British,	38%	Black	British

•	 No.	of	workshops:	x13	including	1	at	the	Gallery	

•	 When:	February	-	June	2013

•	 Outputs:	x1	film	

Process

Establishing the young people’s learning outcomes: As with St Paul’s Way the project at 
the Arbour was framed by four learning outcomes jointly devised by the Gallery the Arbour 
(these drew on those devised for the St Paul’s Way students). The learning outcomes were:

•	 Knowledge	of	and	confidence	in	accessing	the	Gallery	and	its	Collection.
•	 Enhanced	sense	of	identity	and	growth	in	local	pride.
•	 Understanding	of	portraiture	and	extension	of	visual	language.
•	 Increased	self	confidence	and	esteem.

Project summary: The Arbour project complimented the main participatory project with 
St Paul’s Way Trust School through the production of a film about Tower Hamlets, as seen 
through the eyes of Arbour members. This invitation to create ‘a digital portrait of place’ 
provided an opportunity to expand the young people’s presence and voice in the display 
and to share with visitors their sense of the ‘spirit of Tower Hamlets’. The partnership saw 
the two organisations sharing skills in the facilitation of the young people and the creation 
of the film. The project lead from the Arbour was a Forum Theatre / drama specialist and 
the leads from the Gallery were the Digital Participation Producer (film) and the Creative 
Connections	Project	Manager	(visual	art).	A	project	plan	and	workshop	programme,	devised	
jointly, guided activity and provided a clear framework for the young people to work within.

Editing of the film: Early in the project process the participants opted to structure the film 
around	a	series	of	questions,	designed	to	reveal	their	thoughts	and	ideas	about	place.	In	
doing this they (the young people) were also planning how the film would be edited with 
an implicit notion that it would be delineated into sections representing their responses 
to	each	question.	As	such	the	young	people	were	actively	involved	in	the	film	edit	through	
their	planning.	Subsequently	they	also	contributed	at	the	final	edit	giving	their	feedback	to	
content, sound, titling etc to two ‘rough-edits’. This feedback directly shaped the final edit, 
crediting and title of the piece. 

The young people were visually presented in the film talking directly to camera in head 
and	shoulder	shots.	This	presentation	was	potentially	quite	exposing,	as	such	to	support	
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the group  at the Private View (the first time they would see the work in a public space) 
an additional workshop was held to prepare them. In the workshop the young people 
explored what it meant to them to be seen and heard by people they didn’t know and they 
prepared an activity that they would undertake, at the event that would help to bridge this 
and give confidence. 

See Appendix 5: The Arbour-workshop programme for full details of activities

‘during the process we were doing a lot of little things, such as role play, 

still images, art, but the end result was a movie, it was great ! I felt more 

confident (as a result) I will remember how well I’ve done for a long time’ 

Project participant

‘if I was to make a portrait of me it would be a big -Tate Modern big, because 

I’m really tall. I want people to really see me. I’d wear something sporty or 

smart. I would want people to know that I’m talkative and open –I’ll show 

that with hand gestures and me talking with my friends… seeing my name 

on the wall (at the Gallery) made me feel really happy. My mum was really 

proud ... It felt like I’d be recognised as the guy on show at the Gallery…’

Project participant
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Digital media

The Gallery’s Digital Participation Producer led on the development of the digital aspects 
of the project working closely with other team members. The use of digital media in the 
project is seen as significant in:

•	 extending	the	platform	for	participants’	voices	
•	 supporting	visitors’	understanding	of	and	engagement	with	the	artworks
•	 extending	opportunities	for	audience	engagement
•	 revealing	the	project	process.

A project micro-site was developed as the main platform through which the different 
aspects of digital media within the project could be brought together. The brief for this 
specified that the site should be visually led and youth orientated. Adaptation of an 
existing Gallery template was identified as the best route to realise ambitions, building on 
elements which have been previously tested with younger audiences.

Social media was vital in promoting the project and reaching new and wider audiences, 
specifically project participants and their peers and members of the local community. A 
dedicated project Page, Facebook embedded into the website kept the sites content live 
and fresh, disseminated information, reporting live from events and inviting people to 
comment or share personal connections to Tower Hamlets. 

An approach that echoed that of the social media platform Pinterest – i.e. a visual 
scrapbook – was employed at the project start to support the collaborative relationship 
between the artist and the young people, unfortunatley the platform ceased to operate 
mid way through the project and as such was not able to fully used. However, it was 
encouraging that teachers were open to the exploring the use of the platform with the 
students, as access to social networking sites is tightly controlled in the school and might 
be viewed as a source of distraction.

Appendix 13: Digital media, for website content
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Creative Connections display 

Rooms 37 and 37A at the Gallery are allocated for the Creative Connections display, 
from June to September each year, 2012-2016. Located on the ground floor, in the 
Contemporary galleries, this is the first time that these high profile, busy spaces have been 
allocated to a participation project.

An internal (Gallery) group guided the production process through monthly meetings and 
external contractor Nicky Doyle (exhibition and graphic designer) worked with the project 
team on the displays design and interpretation. Additional key members of the Gallery, 
across departments (including curatorial, design and communications) were consulted 
throughout at pivotal moments.

Collection: The larger size of the rooms allocated (than originally anticipated) opened 
up the opportunity to include Collection artworks alongside the participatory works to tell 
a broader story of Tower Hamlets. This allowed the Gallery to show artworks that were 
not currently on display and as such open up access to the Collection. The decisions as 
to which artworks were to be shown were made by the project team in consultation with 
curatorial and conservation colleagues. The preparation of the artworks and the design of 
their hang was pressurized due to the tight time scales of the project in year one and the 
refurbishment of the Gallery Framing Studio.

See Appendix 8: Biographies and images of sitters in the Creative Connections display for 
details

Participatory artworks: The foregrounding of the young people in the display was focal 
to its design, clearly communicating that the project was about their thoughts, ideas and 
responses to the Collection. Communicating the relationship between their participatory 
works and the Collection was important to the success of the display allowing the young 
peoples response’s to open up the interpretation of the sitters. To enable the participatory 
works to sit alongside the Collection with parity it was crucial that they were presented 
in a style that would create a seamless experience for audiences i.e. that they would not 
differentiate between the two (Collection and participatory works) or dismiss the young 
peoples work in any way as being lesser. As such the design process was a complex one and 
involved expertise from across the Gallery with: interpretation being extended (see section 
below for details); a bespoke display case commissioned; and the photographic artworks 
mounted and framed to a high standard.

Interpretation: A Creative Connections interpretation plan defined the themes, audiences, 
approaches and devices for the display. The overarching theme was that of the ‘People 
and Place of Tower Hamlets’, and the sub themes were: the story of the young peoples 
engagement in the project; the sitters and their achievements in e.g. social reform, 
creativity, endeavour; and the story of the boroughs heritage. 

To echo the projects focus on younger (new) audiences and to help position them centrally 
to the display the interpretation focused on the use of accessible / relevant language and 
the employment of visually led materials. This approach ensured that different learning 
styles were supported and that audiences who many not have English as their first 
language (as was the case with many of the project participants and their families) were 
able to access the display. 
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The breadth and richness of the narratives contained within the display and the intention 
to be accessible and relevant to new younger audiences resulted in the need for the 
interpretation to be carefully layered allowing for differing levels and styles of engagement 
to take place. As a result of this the interpretation was more extensive than would 
generally be employed by the Gallery in a display of this size /scope. 

The design of the interpretation materials was informed by the contemporary, clean 
design of the project logo drawing on its colour pallet and rounded sans serif type face. 
The emphasis on ‘cleanness’ in the design and the use of differing interpretation vehicles 
aimed to provide a sense of space for the different stories being told in the display 
allowing for all of them to ‘speak; without overwhelming audiences

The Creative Connections leaflet was ‘racked’ in the display and an invitation to 
participate on the Creative Connections Facebook page was made through vinyl text on 
the exit wall. 

See Appendix 9: Interpretation content in the Creative Connections display for details of 
content
See Appendix 15: Project and display images for photographs of the display

Working with Visitor Services: The Visitor Service team at the Gallery are the first point of 
contact audiences have with the Gallery and Collection and therefore their understanding 
and appreciation of the display was crucial in supporting visitor engagement. As such the 
team were consulted throughout the design of the display to ensure that:

•	 security	needs	were	met	
•	 visitor	flow	and	ergonomics	worked	well
•	 health	and	safety	concerns	were	addressed.

Specific training sessions were held at the beginning of the display for front of house staff 
to support their role in engaging visitors with the display. To support their engagement 
with and understanding of the display the training provided hands-on opportunities to 
explore the artworks and to explore the display themes with the project artist. Additional 
briefing sessions were held with the team to keep them updated on project activities 
throughout the display period.

Private View/ project celebration: The Private View was planned to celebrate the young 
people, the partners and the artist. As such it was an early evening event which contained: 
activities designed with the young people; a range of refreshments selected with them; 
and speeches designed to provide a platform for all involved. The display space being 
relatively small limited the number of people invited to: those immediately involved; 
key stakeholders; and the Project Sponsors guests, this emphasised the young people’s 
centrality to the event. 

The Gallery’s Youth Forum acted as hosts and supporting the young people from the 
Arbour in their roles as ‘people and place’ investigators - interviewing guests about places 
they felt a connection to (echoing the process that the young people had participated in) 
and sharing these ‘connections’ at the event conclusion. 

The young people from St Paul’s Way Trust School were keen to return to the Gallery for 
more artist-led workshops. The Gallery devised a workshop that built on their previous 
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engagement with the Collection. The workshop was led by an artist facilitator in an 
adjoining Gallery space (to the Creative Connections display) allowing for young peoples 
and guests to move between the two.

Both groups of young people and the project leaders spoke at the event about their 
experience, they did this alongside speeches from a Gallery Trustee, the Deputy Director 
and Lucy Steggals.

After the formal section of the evening, involving the young people, the event continued 
to accommodate additional guests (not able to attend the first section due to space 
limitations) - specifically those of the artist. The Private View was on a Thursday evening 
when the Gallery is open till late for the Late Shift programme (with a bar and DJ’s). The 
‘continuation’ of the event contributed to the Late Shift programme with a talk by project 
artist Lucy Steggals.

Creative Connections display at St Pauls Way Trust School: At the end of the display 
period at the Gallery, the participatory artworks, the plinth they were displayed in and 
the accompanying interpretation materials were transferred to the project partner venue 
where they will be on show in the central atrium area from 2013–2016. The school plan to 
use used as stimuli for other creative activities and work in relevant curriculum areas such 
as English and History. 

‘I was really proud [to have my artwork displayed], after so long of doing a 

lot of work, to have it finally displayed paid off. A lot of people will look at it, 

it’s part of something big. I was speechless. I felt like I was in talking to the 

sitters’

Project participant
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Programming and events

Programme	Managers	from	the	Learning	Department	met	on	a	monthly	basis	throughout	
the project year. These regular sessions were intended to enable the team to develop 
related events, activities and projects as part of their programmes in order to extend 
engagement with the display and its themes. The meetings were invaluable in helping to 
shape the project in its first year drawing on their extensive experience and skills.

Public programme: As part of the Gallery’s Late Shift and lunchtime lecture programmes 
a series of talks were given by subject specialists that were thematic and sitter specific. 
The programme provided the opportunity to work again with the cultural leaders and 
historians from Tower Hamlets who consulted on the sitter selection for the display. 
Working in this way extended relationships between the Gallery and the cultural sector in 
east London. A development for the public programme was that of locally based walking 
tours (based upon the display themes and sitters), the walks gave the Gallery a local 
presence in Tower Hamlets and further fostered the Collections connection to place.

The Family and the Young Peoples programmes both run monthly weekend events as part 
of the public programme. They each committed one of these events to programming 
based on the display. One artist lead on both sessions adapting the workshop concept for 
the different audiences. Participants were invited to explore notions of identity and place 
to create a cube similar to those in the display and then to bring these together to create 
one large block puzzle.

Community outreach activities; The opportunity to extend the partnership with the 
Arbour community organisation and thus extend community engagement with the 
project and Gallery in Tower Hamlets was made possible through the Arbours women’s 
project ‘Inspire to Lead’. This programme aims to support newly arrived women to the 
country, promoting their role as community leaders. The Inspire to lead team are keen 
to use cultural resources within their work with the Gallery being an excellent resource 
for them. As such they made several visits to the Gallery during the period of the display 
facilitated by members of the Gallery’s Participation team. The visits looked at the lives 
of the inspirational people, from their local area, and used these to promote sharing and 
discussion on the inherent themes within.

Special events: the following additional events were held for targeted audiences: 
Participation in Practice: Designed to share practice with colleagues in the sector this 
event bought together the teams involved in Creative Connections to talk about the: 
participation project; approach to digital; public programme; and marketing and 
communications. Scheduled as an early morning event it took place both in the Gallery 
and the Learning Studio being divided into presentations followed by discussion, coffee/
tea. An e-flier was created with the Gallery Design team and distributed through relevant 
networks.	Those	who	attended	were	from	London	Galleries	and	Museums,	and	were	
predominantly	from	learning	and	engagement	focused	roles.	Understanding	British	
portraits: The project story and evaluation to date were shared through a presentation 
and	participation	in	the	Understanding	British	Portraits	networks	Summer	Conference	in	
Birmingham	which	had	the	theme	of	participation	and	engagement.	Midge	Palley,	project	
sponsor breakfast: The limited numbers able to attend the Private View (due to space 
limitations) resulted in the need to have two additional events for guests, the Participation 
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in Practice event for sector colleagues and another for the colleagues of the project sponsor, 
many of whom were also sector colleagues. The format for both being presentations 
followed	by	refreshments	and	discussions.	Institute	of	Education	–	MA	student’s	workshop:	
Students	from	the	MA	course	in	Museums	and	Galleries	in	Education	were	invited	to	explore	
the	practice,	outcomes	and	outputs	with	the	Project	Manager	and	Midge	Palley,	the	Project	
Sponsor.

See Appendix 10: Creative Connections events programme for full details
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Marketing	and	communications

The Communication teams at the Gallery promoted the project and the display through 
the channels and mediums employed for all public facing activities. The Creative 
Connections project plan defined the target audiences for the display providing which 
provided a framework for the team to create materials and devise take approaches to 
reach these audiences, for example: younger audiences and specifically to attract new 
young audiences from Tower Hamlets. The materials and approaches included:

Project logo: To support the project’s distinct identity over its four year life a graphic logo 
was created by the Design team in consultation with the Galleries Youth Forum, project 
partners and the Project Sponsor. The logo aimed to give a contemporary and youth 
orientated identity to the project. 

Leaflet: The leaflet contained events listing and a poster that communicated the theme 
of ‘people and place’ echoing the grid design of the block puzzles (produce through the 
participation project). The design of the leaflet differed from that of the usual house style 
to distinguish it for a younger / new audience. The leaflet was distributed across London 
with a specific distribution list being produced for Tower Hamlets audiences, building on 
the Gallery’s ‘Road to 2012’ Olympic Commissioning project contacts.

‘What’s On’, Gallery website and social media, advertising boards and press: 
The display and public programme were advised in the Gallery print, on the website and 
on the advertising boards on the Gallery railings. Linked to the Galleries social media 
platforms (facebook and twitter) the events programme was advertised on both the 
project micro-site and the Gallery site. An article was produced, with the Artist for the 
Galleries blog. The press release (the content of which was agreed with the artist and 
project partners) was distributed to London and Tower Hamlets press – as with the leaflet 
distribution this built on Road to 2012 contacts.

See Appendix 12: Marketing, press and Gallery audience figures for details of materials, 
activities and outcomes
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Evaluation framework 

Evaluation approach
In evaluating Creative Connections in year one the Gallery aimed to better understand 
the project experience and its impact on the three main stakeholder groups: participants, 
partners and audiences – with the project artist’s role being embedded within each. A series 
of	questions	(outcomes)	were	devised	to	guide	the	development	of	this	understanding	
and an overarching evaluation plan, designed to echo the creative and active nature of the 
project, framed the process.

Evaluation	questions	

Did the participants:
•	 Develop	their	knowledge	of	and	confidence	in	accessing	the	Gallery	and	its	Collection?
•	 Increase	their	knowledge	of	Tower	Hamlets	and	‘inspirational’	figures	connected	to	it?
•	 Extend	their	visual	art	and	creative	skills?
•	 Develop	their	understanding	of	portraiture	and	visual	language?
•	 Gain	insights	into	potential	careers	in	the	cultural	sector?

Did the partners:
•	 Feel	the	project	offered	participants	the	opportunity	to	develop	their	skills,	knowledge		
	 and	understanding	as	noted,	in	the	participant’s	questions	above?

Did the artist:
•	 Develop	approaches	to	working	with	portraiture	/the	Collection	that	they	felt	was		
	 especially	effective	in	the	project	context?
•	 Feel	they	developed	their	practice	through	the	project?
•	 Experience	any	challenges	they	felt	were	specific	to	the	project	construct?

Did audiences:
•	 Enjoy	the	project	themes	of	people	and	place?
•	 Feel	they	learnt	/	experienced	something	new	about	portraiture?
•	 Engage	with	and	find	the	interpretation	of	the	Collection	and	new	artworks	helpful?
•	 Engage	with	and	participate	in	the	related	digital	materials	and	activities?

Evaluation activities

Partners:
•	 Baseline	and	summative:	at	the	project	start	partners	defined	their	objectives	and		
 desired outcomes (for the young people) in the Partnership Agreement. At the project  
 end individual interviews were undertaken with partners (an edited version of which are  
 on the Gallery website). Group feedback sessions were held using a SWOT analysis.
•	 Formative:	regular	planning	and	review	meetings	were	held	with	partners	and	the	artist		
 throughout the project shaping and guiding content and the final display.

Participants:
•	 Baseline	and	summative:	postcards	written	to	the	sitter	they	were	studying	and	to	the		
 year two participants to summarise their experience. A small group of young people 
 took part in three individual interviews that aimed to give depth to the baseline and  
 summative outcomes.
•	 Formative:	a	range	of	activities	at	the	end	of	each	workshop	to	gather	on-	going	feedback.

What we learnt
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Project artist:
•	 Baseline	and	summative:	the	workshop	plan	devised	at	the	project	start	by	the	artist		
 defined her approach and objectives. At the project end she took part in a recorded  
 interview that drew on this and invited her to expand on her experiences, an edited  
 version of which is on the Gallery website.
•	 Formative:	regular	planning	and	review	meetings	were	held	and	minuted	with	
 partners and the artist throughout the project shaping and guiding content and the 
 final display.

Audiences:
•	 Three	approaches	were	taken	to	gathering	feedback	from	visitors	about	the	display		
 which combined give insights into motivations, behaviors and preferences: observation  
 of visitor behaviour in the space; interviews with visitors; and feedback from Visitor  
 Service staff re audiences and their responses. Over the three months of the display,  
 six one hour periods were spent in the display observing the behaviour of 50 visitors  
 and randomly interviewing a further sample of 50. These were all people who engaged
 with the display rather than those passing through the space. Additionally Visitor  
 Service staff observed people’s behaviour (in the display) and reported back on   
 conversations had. 
•	 The	Galleries	Youth	Forum	was	consulted	in	re	the	design	of	the	website	and	the			
 production of the Arbour film to assess their youth friendliness’. 
•	 Measurement	of	online	audiences	over	time	through	website	analytics.	

Gallery staff:
•	 A	‘wash-up’	meeting	was	held	for	all	of	those	who	worked	in	the	display	to	share	what,		
 for their department, had been successful and what had been a challenge.
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‘the students gained a wider perception of what happens with art in the 

world, it is not just an activity in a class or in school, it is part of a wider 

picture’… they.. ‘learnt an immense amount in terms of the history they 

have taken from the sitters, being able to engage with them and find out 

what they have in common, has helped them to develop and make choices’

Art Department team member
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Findings: Project partners and participants - St Paul’s Way Trust School 

•	 The	young	people	saw	themselves	as	being	very	much	‘outside	of	the	Gallery’	at	the		
 project start. The making of personally resonant connections to the Collection moved  
 them to a position of feeling ‘part of the Gallery’s story’. The theme of people and  
 place created a powerful and effective bridge between the Gallery and this new, harder  
 to reach audience. 

•	 Experiencing	the	Gallery	‘differently’	from	general,	visitors	through	the	activities			
 participated in going ‘behind the scenes’ made the project a ‘special opportunity’. 

•	 The	visit	and	workshops	at	the	Gallery	offered	new	experiences	that	greatly	enhanced		
 the project’s impact on the young people. 

•	 The	complexities	of	the	young	people’s	feeling	towards	and	experiences	of	Tower		
 Hamlets were characteristic of current territorial issues (for young people) and the  
 density of their urban environment contrasted with it being home and place with family  
 and friends. The inspiring stories of the sitters provided new insights into the borough, 
 broadening the young people’s perceptions by opening up its rich heritage. The 
 potency of this process shifted the young people’s sense of place to one of connection, 
 respect, pride and ownership:

•	 The allocation of the sitters to each young person was done through a managed  
 process with the aim of achieving a depth of engagement with one sitter. In some  
	 cases	the	young	people	‘quietly	subverted’	this	process	to	work	with	a	sitter	of	their		
 preference. Allowing for further choice or a wider range of sitters to explore could better  
 support engagement.

•	 The	young	people	interpreted	the	lives	and	personal	qualities	of	the	sitters	through		
 the lens of their personal and collective experiences. This process of deepening their  
	 understanding	of	themselves	through	‘others’	equipped	them	with	the	language	to		
 validate and express their values and beliefs. Additionally the sitter’s stories opened -up  
 and broadened aspirations, this was made especially so with a sense of the sitters being  
 part of their local community (through their connection to place). Edith Cavell was one  
 of the most popular figures amongst the young people for her bravery, compassion and  
 commitment to alleviating human suffering, themes that often resonated with the  
 young people’s personal aspirations: 

•	 With	literacy	and	English	skills	in	the	group	being	relatively	low,	students	access	to		
 information about and understanding of the sitters stories took place predominantly 
 through exploration of the visual language of the portraits. Those sitters whose   
 achievements had similarities did, at times, almost become ‘hybrid’ figures. 

•	 The	portraits	of	the	two	contemporary	sitters	were	amongst	the	most	challenging	to		
 engage the young people with. Although both are celebrated figures in their respective  
 fields they are also relatively private people with information about them in the public  
 realm being limited. Additionally their portraits lacked the immediacy of others making  
 them harder for the young people to find a way in.

•	 The	dynamic	of	being	collaborators,	with	the	project	artist,	was	a	new	one	for	the		
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 young people that altered their view of themselves and in turn increased confidence  
 in their creative abilities. This was greatly enhanced by their collaborative and   
 individual pieces being shown together (at the Gallery). The artists effective modelling  
 of her creative practice combined with her commitment to maintaining the integrity of 
 her relationship with the young people was evident in the trust they gave her.

•	 At	GSCE	art	level	working	with	portraiture	can	be	a	challenge	due	to	the	young		 	
 people’s skill levels and exam pressures. The project artists practice, being conceptual,  
 provided fresh insights and approaches to this for staff and students. 

•	 The	combination	of	actively	exploring	the	Gallery	Collection	and	working	with	a		 	
 conceptual artist stretched the young people’s appreciation and understanding of the  
 language of portraiture. Whilst they were easily able to understand and articulate what 
 a portrait can communicate, the artists practice, being conceptual, expanded and  
	 opened	up	their	appreciation	of	‘how’,	i.e.	the	differing	approaches	and	techniques,		
 for example: 

•	 With	the	relationship	between	the	artist	and	the	young	people	being	that	of		 	
 collaborators, success in establishing a dynamic to support this was key. The artist
 positioned herself as a practitioner and the teacher the lead in behavioural   
 management. This allowed the artist and the young people to exchange in a dynamic  
 conversation around ideas and practice led by the artist.

•	 The	artist’s	focus	on	her	relationship	with	the	young	people	and	her	need	for	fluidity	in
 order to exchange with them had a limiting impact on the teacher’s capacity to   
 support and extend project activities.

•	 The	opportunity	for	the	young	people	to	visit	the	Gallery	and	meet	and	work	with		
 Collections staff as well as the participation team provided insights into different 
 opportunities in the cultural sector. This was extended through their role as   
 collaborators with the project artist and her modelling of artistic practice. These   
 insights could be developed further through work with Gallery staff involved in the  
 project display. 

•	 The	displays	production	quality	and	situation	communicated	clearly	to	the	young		
 people the value of their work and contribution. It built a sense of achievement and  
 raised aspiration. The interpretation greatly contributed to this with the young people  
 being seen as both individuals and as a collective. 

•	 Designing	the	Private	View	to	celebrate	the	young	people	and	enable	them	to	actively		
 participate illustrated that the Gallery is a place that they can be part of beyond 
 the project. 

See Appendix 3: St Paul’s Way Trust School- evaluation, young people’s learning 
outcomes for analysis of the distanced travelled by participants

See Appendix 4: St Paul’s Way Trust School-SWOT analysis, teachers for evaluation 
outcomes
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‘Gandhi inspired me a lot, because I believe I am walking his way right 

now… I am not going to lie anymore and I will … live a non-violent life, so I 

think I am following his path’

Project participant

‘I enjoyed … working with Lucy because she’s a famous and good artist, 

going to the reception and seeing the work actually there and the trip to the 

National Portrait Gallery. It (the project) helped me to develop my skills … I 

feel more confident because (my) artwork is really versatile (now), it doesn’t 

have to be structured, it can be anything!’

Project participant
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Findings: Project partners and participants - The Arbour

•	 The	Arbour	has	a	borough-wide	remit	and	as	such	the	participant’s	exploration	of	
 the theme of identity of place was broad. For all of the young people the issue of  
 postcode and territorial boundaries were dominant in their lives. The project allowed  
	 them	to	come	together	in	a	unique	way	to	define	their	individual	and	shared	sense	
 of the identity. Working in this way enabled the young people to transcend their 
 daily boundaries and expand their sense of personal, familial and community 
 identity / belonging.

•	 As	with	the	St	Paul’s	Way	Trust	students	the	Arbour	young	people’s	relationship	to	the		
 Gallery at the project start could be described as ‘being on the outside’. The special  
 access given through: their visit; the act of creating work that forgrounded their   
 voices; and their central place in the private view shifted this to seeing the Gallery as  
 place associated with personal growth, pride and inclusion. 

•	 To	support	the	growth	of	the	young	people’s	confidence	and	ability	to	share	their		
 thoughts and ideas a cross artform approach was taken, bringing together the 
 mediums of collage, photography, drama, sound and film. This combination allowed  
 for exchange and self expression to take place in modes relevant to the differing 
 needs / skills of each participant. The choice and opportunities this allowed resulted in  
 a cohesive and supportive group being formed with members feeling respected, heard  
 and valued. 

•	 The	active	process	of	creating	a	portrait	fostered	insights	into	representation	and		
 communication of identity. The cross artform approach, devised to support the young  
 people’s development of the film, supported these insights inherently leading the  
	 young	people	to	consider	techniques	and	form	employed	within	the	genre.	When		
 asked how he would portray himself in a portrait one participant described how 
 he’d make:

•	 The	display	of	the	video	portrait	(made	with	the	young	people)	alongside	the		
 Collection artworks was a powerful signifier of their being accepted, valued and  
 welcomed by the Gallery. The confidence gained through this experience was
 transferred beyond the project to the young people’s home, family and school lives:

•	 The	considerable	cultural,	economic	and	familial	barriers	to	accessing	the	Gallery,	for		
 the young people in the short / medium term could prohibit further engagement and  
 participation. The Arbours commitment to the young people in supporting of them  
 doing this is central. 

See Appendix 6: The Arbour- evaluation, young people’s learning outcomes evaluation, for 
analysis of the distanced travelled by participants

See Appendix 7: The Arbour-SWOT analysis, group leaders for evaluation outcomes
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‘it feels like a different place … but actually it’s the same same … I have 

learnt about other people’s homes and lives – I have been surprised ... I 

feel proud of how we all came together to make the film but I did feel a bit 

exposed because I was talking about personal thing on the film – but that’s 

OK’

Project participant
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Findings: project artist

•	 Bridging	the	distance	between	the	young	people’s	lives	and	those	of	the	sitters	was		
 the projects starting point, the combination of an exploration of their likes and dislikes  
 with unusual anecdotes about each helped to draw parallels, make them accessible  
 and create intrigue /interest.

•	 In	understanding	the	more	‘human’	aspect	of	the	sitters	lives,	the	young	people	were		
 able to see that the conditions through which great achievements and contributions 
 can be made are not necessarily ‘special’ or different from those of their own   
 lives. This process of comparison was potent in allowing for the young people to make  
 connections to and broaden their personal aspirations.

•	 The	portraits	of	people	whose	stories	are	widely	documented	and	those	that	have		
 more of a sense of the human-hand were more easily accessible to the young people.  
 There were challenges in working with contemporary sitters, whose portraits didn’t  
 always do this, that need to be considered for future activity.

•	 Interpreting	and	communicating	personality	through	visually	abstract,	non-	 	
 direct routes creates a playful vehicle for exchange, discussion and understanding of 
 characteristics and traits, moving away from the constraints of written /spoken   
 language. This ‘loosening’ up of participant’s imaginations promoted agency in their  
 making of personal responses

•	 The	theme	of	conversations	ran	throughout,	between:	the	young	people	and		
 the sitters; the young people and Lucy; and the young people and their peers. These  
 exchanges had differing dimensions and each its own value in contributing to the sum  
 total of the experience. Defining the principles of a good conversation could support a  
 wider understanding of The Artists practice.

•	 The	notion	of	conversation	can	be	said	to	have	continued	in	Lucy’s	relationship		 	
 with the Gallery and the School, two large complex organisations. The scope of   
 these conversations was undoubtedly challenging but at the same time offered 
 many opportunities.

•	 Integrity	to	the	responses	of	participants	is	essential	in	collaborative	production,	this		
 can be challenging to an artist’s aesthetic. Again notions of authentic conversation  
 and dialogue are essential to this, with the artist fulfilling the role of keeper and editor  
 of ‘the story’.

•	 Working	in	a	formal	education	environment	presented	challenges	with	differing		 	
 approaches to planning, and the artist’s need to be responsive / have space for fluidity.  
	 This	approach	requires	a	strong	and	trusting	relationship	to	be	in	place	between	the		
 artist and teacher and as such time invested.
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‘in a way what we were trying to do was to get to know these people as 

people, rather than as celebrities or as icons and really start to understand 

their personality… what are their likes, their dislikes, and see if we can find 

some parallels between them and ourselves… I suppose it’s how we make 

friends… you find that you have something in common or some common 

ground or something to discuss’

‘It wasn’t just a conversation for me and the students but it was also a 

conversation between me and the Gallery and the School and the place. 

So it’s a huge conversation and any huge conversation can present certain 

challenges. I think they were overcome through… conversation’

Lucy Steggals
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Findings: Audiences

Display

•	 Visitors	from	Tower	Hamlets	rose	from	3%	from	in	the	April	-	June	quarter	to	13%	in		
 June –September; a targeted communications campaign along with the networks  
 made through the project activities and the high local profile of the public speakers  
 contributed factors to this significant increase.

•	 The	display	was	popular	with	visitors	with	dwell	time	being	approximately	15	minutes		
 for those who engaged (i.e. not those passing through), this is longer than would  
 normally be observed in similar spaces, and as a result the display was consistently  
 busy. The multifaceted interpretation was felt to be a key reason for this with time  
 needed to absorb the information and the displays narratives. 

•	 The	display’s	strengths	in	engaging	audiences	commonly	lay	in:	exhibiting	of	the		
 Collection through the theme of place; the juxtaposition of periods, mediums and  
 stories (which invited people to ‘look again’); surprise in the connections between  
 sitters and Tower Hamlets and the richness of the boroughs heritage; the participation  
 artworks being displayed alongside the Collection; the freshness of the young people’s  
 ideas and work; and the celebration of young people by the Gallery - signalling the  
 value given to their participation and contribution.

•	 The	training	for	Visitor	Service	staff	to	facilitate	the	display,	by	the	project	artist,		 	
 allowed the team to feel confident in facilitating audience engagement. The   
 opportunity to actively participate within the training also greatly helped to reveal and  
	 enable	understanding	of	the	projects	creative	process.	Many	of	the	team	lived	in	or		
 had connections to East London which heightened their enthusiasm for the project  
 theme and stories told within. 

•	 Younger	audiences	frequently	behaved	differently	in	the	display	than	adult.	Children		
 and young people generally began and ended their visit looking at the participatory  
 artworks and spent the majority of their time looking at these (rather than the  
 Collection). Their motivations for this were an interest in and excitement about seeing  
 ‘something different’ that was effective and intriguing. Adult audiences were   
	 more	likely	to	‘read’	the	display	in	the	intended	sequence	i.e.	introduction,	Collection,		
 participation artworks and Collection (again) making the links between the different  
 aspects and spending time understanding these.

•	 The	interpretation	of	the	display	was	effective	in:	opening	up	the	story	of	place;		 	
 providing new dimensions to the sitter’s stories; and in highlighting the young people’s  
 responses to the sitters. What was less effective was the telling of the project story, 
	 which	given	the	‘quiet	/	conceptual’	nature	of	the	artworks,	would	have	been		 	
 beneficial. 30% of visitors looked at the ‘project book’ and were able to make the  
 link between the process and the artworks as a result, but for those who didn’t use it  
 the connection was, at times, vague.

•	 The	Arbour	young	people’s	film	was	effective	in	giving	both	a	sense	of	place	and		
 establishing a youth voice in the display, approximately 70% of visitors viewed it  
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 and gave positive feedback. However some visitors were confused about the   
 relationship between the Arbour young people and the St Paul’s Way Trust School  
 students – with some seeing them as one group i.e. the Arbour young people as the  
 same young people who has made the artworks. Although this had been anticipated 
 in the planning of the interpretation, the inherent challenges were difficult 
 to overcome.

•	 Audiences	expected	that	the	content	of	the	video	would	be	the	story	of	the	making	of		
 the participatory artworks, although they enjoyed the Arbour film, this also caused  
 some confusion.

•	 The	majority	of	audiences	‘happened	upon’	the	display	rather	than	making	an		 	
 intentional visit. The Gallery statistics do however show that there was a 10% increase  
 in visitors from Tower Hamlets during the display period indicating that ‘intentional’  
 visits had been made.

Public events and community programme

•	 The	public	events	programme	attracted	new	audiences	through	the	formation	of	new		
 relationships with cultural organisations, historians, artists and communities of interest  
 in Tower Hamlets. 

•	 The	young	people	and	family	programme	events,	led	by	a	Tower	Hamlets	based	artist,
 were popular with visitors and received positive feedback. However there were   
 challenges in achieving this with the conceptual nature of the project artworks (the  
 stimuli for the events) not obviously lending themselves to the format of the events  
 and the audiences.

•	 Extending	the	partnership	with	the	Arbour	Community	organisations	newly	arrived	
 women’s project ‘Lead to Inspire’ bought a new audience to the Gallery and helped to  
 promote the relevance of the Collection to their lives and the work of the Arbour. 

Digital

•	 The	visually	led	approach	and	distinct	design	of	the	project	website	was	appropriate	/		
 appealing to younger audiences and stood out from the Gallery’s main site.

•	 Participation	in	the	project	through	the	site	was	limited;	extending	social	media	
 activity could improve this. The members of the Gallery Young Forum identified Tumblr,  
 Instagram and Twitter as most popular currently amongst young people.

•	 The	tone	of	the	web-site	content	was	appropriate	to	the	age	group	and	avoided	being		
 patronizing or over complex.

•	 The	navigation	of	content	on	the	Explore	page	needs	to	be	clearer	as	it	can	be	
 easily missed.

•	 The	videos	on	the	site	could	better	illustrate	/	extent	content	if	linked	to	the	
 main narratives.

See Appendix 11: Participant and events programme figures for breakdown of attendance
See Appendix 12: Marketing, press and Gallery audience figures for further information
See Appendix 13: Digital media for breakdown of activities and outputs
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Working with project participants and partners

•	 For	the	project	to	have	greatest	impact	joint	planning	that	supports	both	the	artists		
 practice and the partners objectives and pedagogy, within the context of the projects  
 ambitions is critical.

•	 Transparency	re	the	artists	practice	and	the	participant’s	role	in	this	is	decisive	in			
 managing expectations and allowing outcomes and outputs to have integrity.

•	 Extending the project beyond the GCSE art curriculum would allow for students  
 to expand their research into the sitter’s lives and open-up different creative 
 opportunities for responses to be made. 

•	 Clear	differentiation	between	the	sitters	(being	explored)	their	portraits,	stories	and		
 achievements is important in supporting the making of one to one connections.

•	 When	aiming	to	support	young	people’s	wider	personal	development	working	with		
 sitters who not only inspire but who also have strong values and beliefs that connect  
 with the young people is effective.

•	 The	research	of	living	sitter’s	who	value	their	‘privacy’	can	be	challenging	with	little		
 information about them being available in the public realm, as such in selecting 
	 them	consideration	is	needed	re	the	quality	/	richness	of	the	visual	language	in	
 their portraits. 

•	 When	appropriate,	to	address	the	postcode	and	related	territorial	issues	that	may	or		
 could affect them young people through the project.

•	 Additional	opportunities	for	participants	to	visit	the	Gallery	and	go	‘behind	the	scenes’	
 would not only broaden the project’s impact (on participants) but also help to   
 differentiate it from other project activity they may be involved in.

•	 Further	involvement	of	participants	in	the	displays	interpretation	would	enhance	their		
 sense of ownership of the project and visitors understanding of the processes within.

•	 The	project	‘Partnership	Agreement’	could	be	strengthened	through	making	explicit		
 the outcomes for each stakeholder group.

Working with the project artist

•	 For	the	artist	to	be	selected	by	key	members	of	the	Gallery	team	and	for	their	proposal		
 to be clear, realisable and tangible.

•	 For	the	artist	to	be	a	skilled	and	experienced	collaborator	who	is	able	to	work	with		
 multiple agendas whilst maintaining their own vision.

•	 Greater	involvement	of	the	artist	and	participants	in	Gallery	processes	could	enrich	the		
 project and help to enrich activity and address any anxieties (by the Galleries) re 
 project outputs.

Engaging Gallery audiences

Display

•	 Focused	marketing	and	communication	activities	generated	an	increase	in	audiences		

Recommendations 
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 from the projects target borough; further investment could support a 
 continued growth.

•	 Extended	interpretation	is	needed	to	effectively	support	audience’s	engagement	with		
 the projects overarching theme ‘people and place’; sitters, participants and the 
 London borough. 

•	 With	the	participation	artworks	providing	new	interpretations	of	the	Collection,	it	is		
 important that the relationship between the two is clear for audiences.

•	 The	voice	/	presence	of	project	participants	need	to	be	evident	throughout	the	display		
 to distinguish it in the Gallery as a young people’s initiative. 

•	 The	opportunity,	allowed	through	the	project	theme,	to	mix	the	hang	of	Collection		
 artworks (periods, mediums and categories) is rich in its invitation to audiences to ‘look  
 again’. As such the further development of approaches to this should be prioritised for  
 future displays.

•	 The	Arbour	video	in	the	display	attracted	a	larger	audience	than	the	‘project	book’	or		
 text panels; as the dominant form of interpretation it is therefore important that if  
 video is used it opens-up the pivotal story.

Public and community events

•	 The	opportunities,	created	through	the	projects	themes,	to	work	with	local	artists,		
 speakers, facilitators and organizations, are ones that are rich in potential re the   
 generation of new audiences to the Gallery.

•	 The	projects	local	and	formal	education	contexts	could	be	further	exploited	in	the		
 Gallery’s programming for schools, young people and community groups thus   
 extending the project reach.

Digital

•	 To	extend	interaction	with	the	project	web	site	through	employment	of	social	media		
 and or a digital participation project. It will be important to include a range of voices  
 in the use of social media to show the breadth to the project. The content of social  
 media needs to be fed onto the microsite to keep it looking live and fresh. The rate  
 of scheduling and publishing of content on Facebook and other social media platforms  
	 needs	to	be	frequently	reviewed	to	ensure	effectiveness.

•	 Develop	further	the	youth	orientated	design	of	the	site	through	the	development	of		
 new content and linking to visually orientated social media channels.
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Appendix 1: Project activities year one

The following activities took place in the first year of Creative Connections:

•	 Research	into	sitters,	from	the	Gallery,	connected	to	Tower	Hamlets	and	an	exploration		
 of the nature of their ‘connections’.

•	 Formation	of	and	consultation	with	a	group	of	local	historians	/	cultural	leaders	to	act		
 as a ‘Sounding-Board’ looking at the sitter selection and the identity of the borough.

•	 Art	workshops,	led	by	the	Project	Artist,	with	young	people	at	St	Paul’s	Way	Trust	school	
 exploring eight inspirational sitters from Tower Hamlets.

•	 Production	of	new	artworks,	described	in	this	report	as	‘participatory	artworks’	through		
 the workshops with the school

•	 Collaborative	drama	and	film	workshops	with	young	people	from	the	Arbour		 	
 Community organisation, exploring the identity of place, devised and facilitated by the  
 Gallery and the Arbour.

•	 Production	of	a	film,	described	in	this	report	as	‘a	digital	portrait	of	place’	through	the		
 collaboration with the Arbour.

•	 Design	and	production	of	a	project	visual	identity	in	consultation	with	young	people,		
 partners and colleagues.

•	 Production	of	a	display,	in	the	Gallery,	bringing	together	the	Collection	artworks	with		
 the ‘participatory artworks’.

•	 Extended	interpretation	in	the	display	to	open-up	the	story	of	place.

•	 Design	and	produce	a	project	website	that:	revealed	the	project	process;	interpreted		
 the exhibition; promoted the events programme and extended opportunities
 for participation.

•	 Training	sessions	for	the	Gallery	front	of	house	teams	to	support	visitor	engagement.

•	 A	celebration	event,	to	launch	the	Creative Connections display, for participants,   
 partners and key stakeholders.

•	 A	rich	programme	of	activities,	events	and	projects	to	promote	and	extend		 	
 engagement with the display and its themes.

•	 The	design	and	production	of	a	leaflet	to	promote	the	display	and	programme	and	a		
 bespoke mailing list directed at new audiences in Tower Hamlets.

•	 A	press	and	social	media	communications	campaign	to	promote	the	display	
 and programme.

•	 Sharing	of	project	practice	through	publications,	a	presentation	at	a	conference	and	a		
 sector event for peers.

•	 Evaluation	with	participants	and	stakeholders	throughout	to	capture	the	project	story		
 and its impact.

Appendices
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Appendix 2:  St Paul’s Way Trust School - workshop programme

The workshops took place over a five month period at the Gallery and the school. This 
approach echoed the reciprocal dynamic of the relationship and addressed challenges 
faced by the school in taking students of-site and by the Gallery in securing access to its 
very busy education studio. The programme content was broken down as follows:

•	 Introductions:	To	the	project,	the	Gallery,	portraiture,	Lucy	Steggals	and	the	sitters,		
 activity based highlights tour of the Gallery, imagined identities and behind the scenes  
 workshops to further access the Collection. 

•	 Making	connections:	Mapping	and	creative	writing	workshops	exploring	the	links		
 between the young people, the sitters and Tower Hamlets. Setting of a research brief  
 into the lives and achievements of the sitters (over the Christmas break).

•	 Personality:	Collage	and	observational	drawing	workshops	looking	at	how	we	perceive		
 people’s characters through their representation (in portraiture,) how visual language  
	 is	employed	and	how	can	we	portray	our	own	characters?

•	 Profession:	Printmaking	workshop	looking	at	how	the	textures,	colours	and	motifs	used		
 in portraiture gives us clues into a person’s profession.

•	 Place:	mixed	media	workshop,	visually	exploring	local	‘places’	connected	to	the	sitters		
 and the young people. Representation of the different aspects of place on the faces  
 of wooden cubes and the bringing together of the cubes as one artwork (illustrating  
 the concept of the final artworks). 

•	 Personification:	Collage	and	three	dimensional	workshops	looking	at	the	notion	of	how		
 colour and shape can represent people in portraiture.
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Appendix 3: St Paul’s Way Trust School – evaluation, young people’s 
learning outcomes

The evaluation activities undertaken by the young people were framed by the learning 
outcomes set at the project start by St Paul’s Way Trust School and the Gallery. Although 
in some instances the findings overlapped, outcomes one – five were strongly achieved. 
The least successful outcome was the first part of outcome six: ‘insights into potential 
careers in the cultural sector’ although this was partially met, further activities could 
extend insights. 

When asked what they most enjoyed in the project the young people universally described 
the experience of working collaborative with an artist in the context of the Gallery. 
Throughout the evaluation activities the young people also described how they felt about 
the	sitter	they	were	exploring	and	the	connections	being	made,	these	were	frequently	
about their personal values, belief and future aspirations. 

Knowledge of and confidence in accessing the Gallery and its Collection.

Project start - what was asked, why: At the beginning of the project the young people 
were asked: who had heard of the Gallery; who had visited; what type of art they thought 
the	Gallery	showed	and	why;	and	if	it	was	a	place	about	them	in	any	way?	After	visiting	
the Gallery the young people were asked to complete the sentence ‘when we visited 
the	Gallery	I	enjoyed	…’	these	questions	were	designed	to	reveal	the	young	people’s	
knowledge of the Gallery at the project start and their initial responses to it and the project

Summary of responses: The Gallery was a new place for the young people, along with 
theme of the Collection.  The young people did not feel that the Gallery was a place about 
them or related to their lives: 90% hadn’t heard of the Gallery; 5% had visited previously 
and; 5% awareness of the Collection.

The aspects of the visit they specifically identified as enjoying were:
•	 seeing	different	types	of	artworks	and	experiencing	them	first	hand		
•	 finding	out	about	the	lives	of	people	connected	to	Tower	Hamlets
•	 going	on	a	special	visit	behind	the	scenes	to	the	Archives	and	Boardroom	
•	 taking-part	in	creative	activities.	

Project end - what was asked and why: The notion of enjoyment was reconfigured and 
asked again at the end of the project, with the young people being asked ‘What do you 
think	the	students	from	Ealing	will	enjoy	at	the	National	Portrait	Gallery?’	and	‘how	did	
it	feel	to	have	your	artwork	displayed	at	the	Gallery?’	Both	questions	aimed	to	reveal	the	
young people’s responses to the Gallery at the project end. 

Summary of responses: The young people’s answers broadly fell into the same categories 
as when first asked:
•	 enjoyment	of	the	artworks
•	 interest	in	and	connection	to	local	sitters
•	 active,	creative	participation.

Alongside two additional categories:
•	 seeing	themselves	as	part	of	the	Gallery	and	as	part	of	the	group	of	sitters	display
•	 pride	in	their	location	and	themselves	as	a	group	and	individuals.
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The confidence with which these responses were given and the breath of language used 
to describe the Collection were additional indictors in the shift that had taken place in 
relation to their knowledge, understanding and crucially their sense of ‘being part of’ 
the Gallery.

Knowledge of their local area and ‘inspirational’ figures connected to it

Project start - what was asked, why: Of the eight figures explored through the project, 
Mahatma	Gandhi	alone	was	familiar	to	the	young	people.	As	such,	their	knowledge	(at	
the project start) was limited to that gained through the Gallery visit. The young people 
were asked to select one of the sitters to investigate through the project and were asked 
for their motivations in selecting that person.

Summary of responses:	The	personal	qualities,	achievements	and	physical	attributes	of	
the sitters were the focus for the young people’s responses:
•	 bravery	and	their	helping	of	others,	aspirations	to	‘do	good’
•	 work	and	achievements,	ambitions,	idealism	and	dreams
•	 attracted	to	or	drawn	by	the	sitter’s	depiction.

Project end - what was asked and why: The young people’s connection to the sitters was 
explored again after the completion of the workshops and prior to the Gallery display. In 
this evaluation the aim was to consolidate and asses the young people’s learning. The task 
set was to say ‘why your sitter’ should be on an imaginary list of the top - ten Londoners. 
This activity aimed to reveal, what were, for the young people, the achievements and 
attributes associated with the sitter that resonated with them.

Summary of responses: The responses given were strong indicators of extensive progress 
with the young people being able to:
•	 cite	a	broad	range	of	specifics	facts	about	their	‘figures’	life
•	 describe	the	sitters	with	familiarity	and	confidence,	as	if	they	were	a	friend	or	someone		
 they knew well
•	 make	comparisons	between	themselves	-	their	values,	their	ambitions	and	aspirations		
 and the lives and achievements of the sitters 
•	 make	personal	interpretations,	about	the	lives	of	the	sitters,	through	the	lens	of	their		
 own lives / experiences
•	 reflect	on	values,	beliefs,	personal	attributes,	attitudes	and	behaviours	and	their	role	in		
 achievement / success.

The process of allocating the sitters to each young person was designed so that groups of 
six	looked	at	each	person.	The	young	people	(quietly)	subverted	this	process	-	the	result	
of this was, in effect a scale of: the sitter’s familiarity to the young people and relevance 
to their lives; the accessibility of the sitter’s stories and achievements; and the ability of 
a portrait to communicate / support connection. The numbers of young people working 
on	each	sitter	were:	Mahatma	Gandhi,	11	-	Edith	Cavell,	10	-	Sylvia	Pankhurst,	7	-	Mark	
Gertler, 6 - Elizabeth Garret Anderson, 6 - David Adjaye, 3 - Rachael Whiteread, 3 and Isaac 
Rosenberg, 3

Enhanced sense of identity and growth in local pride

Project start - what was asked and why: The young people were asked to complete the 
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sentence ‘Tower Hamlets is …’ with the aim of revealing their knowledge, experience and 
perception of the borough.

Summary of responses: The young people’s responses fell into the following areas 
describing the borough as a place that was: 
•	 noisy,	crowded	and	busy	
•	 both	a	dangerous	and	happy	place
•	 their	home,	had	community	and	contained	family	and	friends.

Project end - what was asked and why: the young people were asked to describe Tower 
Hamlets to the Year 2 participants (from Ealing) with the aim of revealing any changes in 
their knowledge, experience and perception of the borough.

Summary of responses: a significant change took place in at the project end with the 
young people’s describing the borough in terms of it’s:
•	 heritage	and	the	people	connected	to	it
•	 its	diversity	and	their	pride	in	this	and	the	surprises	it	offer	
•	 place	as	their	home	and	has	community.	

None of the young people described the actual environment in this second exercise 
i.e. ‘noisy, crowded and busy’ but rather they chose to describe the heritage of that 
environment and the special people connected to it and the boroughs history. 

Extended visual art and creative skills and development of artistic practice

Project start - what was asked and why: the young people were asked to complete 
the following two sentences: ‘I like art that …’ designed to see if the young people’s 
appreciation of art developed through the project; and ‘I hope the project will …’ 
designed to reveal their expectations. 

Summary of responses: The young people’s answers combined art they like to participate 
in and that which they like to see, describing it as:
•	 imaginative	and	expressive
•	 figurative	and	realistic
•	 narrative,	story	based.

The young people’s hopes’ for the project were reflective of the technical and research 
aspects	of	the	brief	i.e.	the	development	of:	art	skills,	techniques	and	knowledge;	and	
research	into	the	local	people’s	lives.	Equally	they	noted	the	clear	aspiration	that	this	be	an	
enjoyable and engaging experience. 

Project end - what was asked and why: The young people were asked firstly to describe 
the skills they had developed and secondly what they had most enjoyed about the project. 
Here the aim was to see if expectations had been met and identify unexpected outcomes.

Summary of responses:	Universally	the	young	people	felt	that	working	with	Lucy	and	
the Gallery Collection had substantially increased their confidence in and awareness of 
different	art	skills	and	techniques.	Additionally	they	noted	that	they	had	learnt	about:
•	 collaborative	production
•	 abstract	and	conceptual	approaches.

The aspects of the project that they most enjoyed (in relation to artistic practice) were:
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•	 the	making	process	and	new	approaches
•	 working	collaboratively	with	an	artist
•	 exploring	different	mediums.

Understanding of portraiture and extension of visual language

Project start - what was asked and why: the young people were asked what pictures they 
remembered	from	the	Gallery	and	‘what	you	think	a	portrait	can	tell	you	about	a	person?	
’ Here the aim was to understand the young people’s current level of knowledge about 
the genre of portraiture and asses this through looking at what they were drawn to in the 
Collection.

Summary of responses: Predominantly the young people remembered portraits that 
employed	different	more	contemporary	techniques	for	example	the	Michael	Craig-Martin,	
Zaha Hadid piece. This digital artwork, with its constantly morphing colour scheme, has an 
immediacy potentially making it more accessible to the young people.

When describing what a portrait can tell you about a person, the young people broke this 
down into the following areas, it:
•	 tells	you	what	they	look	like	
•	 tells	you	how	a	person	feels	and	who	they	are
•	 tells	you	how	they	feel	about	themselves	if	a	self	portrait.

Summary of responses: These	responses	were	very	much	equivalent	in	content	to	the	
level of information shared through the introduction workshops at the Gallery. Where this 
was	extended	it	was	to	draw	on	information	/	learning	about	techniques	learnt	through	
the GCSE curriculum.

Project end – what was asked and why: the young people were asked to describe the 
artworks, at the Gallery, to the Ealing students and the approach they would take in 
creating a portrait of Project Artist, Lucy Steggals.

Summary of responses: the young people returned to the original descriptors of what a 
portrait could communicate i.e. that it: tells you what a person looks like; how they feel and 
who they are; and how they feel about themselves if a self portrait. But this time they were 
also able to describe how an artist / they could achieve this i.e. through the use of:
•	 symbolism
•	 scale	and	framing
•	 colour,	materials	and	techniques
•	 abstraction.

Additionally they were enthusiastic to tell the Ealing students about:
•	 sitters	and	their	stories:	specific	examples	and	general	statements	about	portraiture
•	 quality	of	the	artworks	at	the	Gallery	and	the	Gallery	experience

Insights into potential careers in the cultural sector and knowledge of professional 
arts practice

Project start	-	what	was	asked	and	why:	the	young	people	were	asked	two	questions	to	
explore their thoughts and consolidate the experience of meeting Gallery staff on their visit. 
Firstly	they	were	asked	‘If	you	were	offered	a	job	at	the	Gallery	what	would	you	like	to	do?’	
and secondly they were asked to complete the sentence ‘to be an artist you to need to …’
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Summary of responses: The role of the Archivist and the Registrar, whom the young 
people worked during the afternoon of the visit to the Gallery, were both mentioned 
consistently by the young people alongside an enthusiasm to spend time with the 
artworks on a daily basis, for example, as a guards or member of the education team. 
Both of these can be understood as opportunities to be directly involved with the artworks. 

To be an artist the young people were very clear that a combination of confidence, 
patience,	creativity	and	knowledge	were	important	factors	alongside	personal	qualities,	
skills, abilities and attributes.

Project end - what was asked and why: At project end the young people were asked how 
it	felt	to	have	their	artworks	on	display	in	the	Gallery.	This	question	provided	insights	into	
shifts in perceptions re their relationship to the cultural sector and their potential future 
roles within this.

Summary of responses: All of the young people described a significant increase in 
confidence in their art skills and the positive impact of having their work displayed at the 
Gallery in ‘such a beautiful way’. The most commonly referred to outcomes were a sense 
of being:
•	 a	professional	artist
•	 accomplished
•	 belonging.	

The collaborative process of creating the artworks was a great contributor to this with 
many references being made to; the young people’s connections to the sitters; the 
experience of working with Lucy Steggals; and the identification of their individual 
contributions. However, without the additional artworks, the’ Imagined Portraits of People 
and Place’ this may not have been as impactful as these offered the experience of being 
seen and experiencing yourself as an individuals. This was enhanced through: the young 
people	being	credited	on	the	walls	in	the	Gallery;	the	interpretative	book;	and	the	quotes,	
from the young people, also displayed on the walls.
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Strengths 

Participation project (ranked):

•	 Gallery	visit	-	learning	outside	the	
 classroom, specifically the Archive &  
 Boardroom sessions these are ‘things  
 we don’t get to do’

•	 working	with	the	Gallery,	special		 	
 opportunity for the young people   
 signified by resources & access

•	 direct	interaction	between	the	artists	
 & the students - the strength of 
 this relationship 

•	 development	of	knowledge	&	skills	
 re portraiture (not often looked at in  
 year 10/11)

•	 collaborative	production	process	&		
 conceptual approach 

•	 biographical	&	local	heritage	research		
 – making of personal connections   
 between the sitters & locality

•	 extension	of	perception	of	art	world,		
 how art is made, who makes it &   
 context all learning outcomes achieved

Weakness’s

Participation project:

•	 tensions	between	the	objectives	of	the	
 GCSE curriculum & those of the project  
 – specifically around the production of  
 artworks & the evidencing of this

•	 greater	clarity	on	the	workshop	content		
 to support forward planning

•	 teachers	capacity	to	follow-on	from	/	
 reflect on the artists workshops (to  
 extend & deepen engagement) 

•	 sitters	-	differentiation	between	stories		
 with similar themes 

•	 sitters	-	contemporary	figures		 	
 sometimes difficult to access , potential  
 reasons : their portrayal in the portraits  
 & or their stories not being the public  
 realm / accessible

•	 teachers	not	being	in	the	final	workshop		
 session where photographic artworks  
 were made limited their understanding

Appendix 4: St Paul’s Way Trust School - SWOT analysis, teachers 

The evaluation activities undertaken with the teachers and young people were framed by 
the learning outcomes set at the project start by the school and Gallery. Three members 
of the Art department supported the project and took part in the summative evaluation 
activities which were undertaken through the use of a SWOT analysis: Samantha Hill – 
Head	of	Art,	Rabenna	Khan	–	Art	Teacher	and	Paul	Wyle	–	Art	Technician.

The team were confident that all of the outcomes were met and the experience for the 
young people and the organisation had met the objectives agreed in the Partnership 
Agreement. There were however two areas that the team felt could have benefited from 
further development; these were the ongoing reflection by the young people of their 
creative process and the communication of workshop planning to enable extended 
engagement.
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Strengths 

Display:

•	 high	production	values

•	 young	people’s	names	&	quotes	on	
 the wall 

•	 Collection	artworks	displayed	alongside		
 new works

•	 identity	of	the	individual	&	group	being		
 evident

•	 ‘project	book’	-		celebrating	the	process		
 for audiences  & the young people 

Private View:

•	 timing	&	hospitality	(perfect)	
 art workshop as part of event effective  
 in supporting young people’s   
 engagement

•	 art	workshop	as	part	of	event	effective		
 in supporting young people’s   
 engagement

Partnership:

•	 Good	communication	&	high	levels	of		
 respect

•	 Partnership	Agreement	as	a	guiding		
 document

Opportunities 

•	 Lucy	to	support	the	young	people	in		
 their GCSE prep

•	 Gallery	to	support	pupils	in	considering		
 their post GCSE choices

For future projects

•	 students	to	produce	individual	reflective		
 journals (supporting learning &   
 evaluation)

•	 extend	workshop	programme	to	allow		
 for greater participation & reflection  
 and work at the Gallery

•	 extend	programme	to	other	curriculum		
 areas

Weakness’s

Display:

•	 book	showing	the	process	worked	well	–	
 an extension of this through e.g. a   
 process film would have strengthened  
 this

Private View:
•	 attendance	of	SMT	limited	as	there	was		
	 a	clash	with	SMT	meeting

Threats 

•	 changes	to	the	Art	Curriculum

•	 lack	of	support	for	schools	to	undertake		
 out of school learning  
•	 changes	to	DCMS	funding	for	museums		
 - leading to charges for services

•	 short	term	project	funding	
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Appendix 5: The Arbour - workshop programme 

Workshops took place over a four month period at the Gallery, at the Arbour and in the 
drama	studios	at	the	Queen	Mary’s	University	campus	in	Tower	Hamlets.	The	programme	
content was broken down as follows:

•	 Formation	of	the	group:	drama	workshops	to	build	trust	and	confidence.

•	 Introduction	to	the	project,	the	Gallery	and	the	project	team:	drama	and	video		 	
 workshop activities to map individual ambitions and aspirations from the project.

•	 Introduction	to	the	Gallery,	the	Collection	and	portraiture:	behind	the	scenes	workshop		
 exploring the Gallery’s purpose, activity based highlights tour, art workshop with 
 the Gallery Youth Forum, design and decision making session introducing the 
 display space. 

•	 Devising	and	planning:	planning	workshop	to	scope	content,	format	and	approach,		
 time, resources and spaces.

•	 Production:	devising	workshops,	filming	and	collecting	materials	‘on	site’,	creation	of		
 artworks to support reflection and studio filming to consolidate.
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Appendix 6: The Arbour – evaluation, young people’s learning outcomes

The evaluation with the young people was framed alongside the other areas of the 
participation projects, by the learning outcomes established at the project start. 
Universally	outcome	four,	increased	confidence	came	through	as	the	one	the	young	
people felt they had met. The experience of being part of the display and seen in a high 
profile	public	space	was	frequently	refereed	to,	a	clear	indictor	of	the	impact	of	this	in	
promoting pride and self belief.

The Collection part of outcome one: ‘knowledge of and confidence in accessing the 
Gallery and its Collection’ and the first part of outcome three: ‘understanding of 
portraiture and extension of visual language’ were the least successful with the young 
people having worked with the Gallery and project themes rather than directly with the 
Collection.

Outcome three: ‘enhanced sense of identity and growth in local pride’ was, in effect, the 
central theme for the project and as such (strongly connected to increased confidence) a 
great deal of the evaluation feedback focused on this with the young people’s perception 
of place shifting: 

Knowledge of and confidence in accessing the Gallery and its Collection

Project start - what was asked and why: As with the young people from St Paul’s Way 
at the project start the young people were asked: who had heard of the Gallery; who 
had visited; what type of art they thought the Gallery showed and why; and if it was a 
place	about	them	in	any	way	?	After	visiting	the	Gallery	the	young	people	were	asked	to	
complete	the	sentence	‘when	we	visited	the	Gallery	I	enjoyed	…’	these	questions	were	
designed to reveal the young people’s knowledge of the Gallery at the project start and 
their initial responses to it and the project

Summary of responses: In alignment with the St Paul’s Way students the Gallery was 
a new place for the young people along with along with theme of the Collection. They 
young people were also unsure if it had a relevance or connection to their lives: 92% 
hadn’t heard of the Gallery; 8% had visited previously and had an awareness of the 
collection

The young people enjoyed the experience of being ‘special visitors’ on a busy Saturday 
afternoon and:

•	 going	behind	the	scenes	and	learning	about	the	Gallery
•	 having	a	bespoke	interactive	tour	to	find	out	about	the	Collection	and	people	
connected   to their local area
•	 taking	part	in	peer	led	art	activities.

Project end - what was asked and why: (Again as with the St Paul’s Way students) the 
notion	of	enjoyment	was	reconfigured	at	the	project	end	with	the	question	‘what	do	you	
think	the	students	from	Ealing	will	enjoy	at	the	National	Portrait	Gallery?’	and	‘how	did	it	
feel	to	have	your	work	/	you	displayed	at	the	Gallery?’	Both	questions	aimed	to	reveal	the	
young people’s response the Gallery at the project end. 

Summary of responses: The	young	people’s	responses	to	both	questions	were	focused	on	
the experience of having their work / themselves displayed in the Gallery and their being 
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central to the Private View through their hosting role and visual presence. Their answers fell 
into the following areas: 
•	 enjoyment	in	being	part	of	the	Gallery	and	its	display
•	 active,	creative	participation
•	 sharing	your	ideas	and	thoughts	with	people
•	 growth	in	self	confidence	and	belief
•	 pride	in	the	local	area	and	the	young	people	worked	with.

The shift in the young people’s knowledge of the Collection was not able to be measured 
however clearly their perception of the Gallery did shift from a position of ‘’no knowledge 
to one of being associated with ‘personal growth, pride and inclusion’. 

Enhanced sense of identity and growth in local pride

Project start - what was asked and why: At the project start the young people were asked 
to	formulate	a	series	of	questions,	designed	to	act	as	stimuli	for	their	thoughts,	ideas	
and perceptions re the notion of Tower Hamlets identity. The process of devising the 
questions	provided	an	opportunity	to	work	both	objectively	i.e.	‘how	would	someone	not	
from	the	borough	experience	it?’	and	subjectively	exploring	the	young	people’s	emotional	
experiences.	With	this	brief	the	group	agreed	on	the	following	questions:

•	 What	is	it	like	to	live	in	the	borough?
•	 If	Tower	Hamlets	were	an	animal	what	type	of	animal	would	it	be?
•	 If	an	alien	were	to	come	to	Tower	Hamlets	where	would	you	take	them?
•	 What	changes	have	you	seen?
•	 What	do	think	Tower	Hamlets	will	be	like	in	the	future?

Summary of responses:	The	questions	were	explored	over	three	days	through	drama,	
art and outreach activities designed to help the young people process and develop their 
thoughts and ideas. At the initial stages their responses did not move far beyond their 
immediate personal experiences i.e. their:
•	 collective	identity	through	the	Arbour	community	organisation
•	 homes	and	their	immediate	local	networks

Project end - what was asked and why: On the final day of the project, the young people 
individually	responded	to	their	questions	talking	directly	to	camera.	At	this	point	they	were	
able to combine a localised personal view, with a broader perspective on the wider borough, 
its people and the places within, in doing so they were able to articulate:
•	 ideas	about	the	character	of	the	borough	as	a	whole
•	 thoughts	about	architectural	and	cultural	landmarks	
•	 insights	into	the	heritage	of	the	area.

The cultural heritage of the participants was inherent in their responses in relation to home, 
identity and community with a clear pride in these 

Understanding of portraiture and extension of visual language

Project start - what was asked and why: At the end of their first visit to the Gallery the 
young people were asked to share their thoughts on the portraits they had seen: what they 
had enjoyed / or not and why. The aim of the discussion was to consolidate their young 
learning and experience and explore their understanding of and responses to portraiture. 
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Summary of responses: the contemporary Collection images and pieces resonated most 
strongly	with	the	young	people	with	frequent	references	being	made	to:
•	 the	use	of	new	/	unusual	media
•	 familiarity	of	the	sitters.

The young people didn’t comment upon how people were represented and their   
interpretations of this.

Project end - what was asked and why: At the project end the young people were asked ‘if 
they were to create a portrait of themselves and one of their group leaders what would they 
include	in	it?’	The	aim	of	this	question	was	to	explore	if	the	young	people	had	developed	
their knowledge and understanding of the representation of identity.

Summary of responses: In this exercise the young people were able to confidently 
construct and articulate their imaged images describing:
•	 gesture	and	symbolism	
•	 colour	and	medium	
•	 framing	and	scale.

These indicators of the young people’s development in their understanding of the genre of 
portraiture were positive and built upon their individual strengths.

Increased self-confidence and esteem

Project midpoint - what was asked and why: At the project midpoint, after the workshops 
had been completed the young people took part in a discussion that explored their ‘hopes’ 
for the film and the display. The aim of the discussion was to ensure that the Gallery and 
the young people were prepared / informed in preparation for the next stage of production: 
the editing of the film; the creation of the display; and most significantly for the young 
people being ‘on display in the Gallery’. 

Summary of responses: The young people enjoyed and felt confident in the project process 
expressing how they had appreciated the variety of mediums worked with and activities 
taken part in. Their sense of cohesion as a new group and trust in each another and the 
project leaders was evident in the confidence with which they shared their thoughts and 
ideas and the respect with which these were received. However their confidence in ‘being 
seen’ by their peers, family friends and general Gallery visitors was not great. All but one 
group member expressed a reticence and anxiety in this respect with fears around how they 
would be perceived and understood.

Project end - what was asked and why: After the Private View the young people took part in 
a discussion to look at the experience of participating in the project and having themselves 
/ their work featured in the display. Clearly the emotional impact was significant with the 
young	people	frequently	using	descriptive	words	such	as	‘awesome’	‘amazing’	and	‘proud’.	
Alongside this was a real sense of their achievement with participants expressing surprise 
at how well they felt they communicated and the positive responses they received from 
‘strangers’ and the pride of their family and friends. Several also hoped that it would help 
them in the future as part of their school work and future employability. 
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Appendix 7: The Arbour - SWOT analysis, group leaders 

The learning outcomes for the young people at the Arbour were based on those for St 
Paul’s Way Trust School to allow for comparison between the settings and impact of the 
two projects. The change in emphasis represents the different content and context of the 
work.

The Arbors’ commitment to informal social education with young people at risk resulted 
in their priority being the learning outcomes focused on increased self confidence, identity 
and pride. They did however see these as being intrinsically linked to the creative skills and 
access opportunities. The least effective outcome overall is in the organisations ability to 
support the young people, in the medium term, to access the Gallery, with staff changes 
and project funded posts having an impact. The project was planned with the Young 
Peoples	Manager	and	the	Act	Change	Programme	Manager	and	the	summative	evaluation	
activity delineated as a SWOT analysis was undertaken with the Act Change Programme 
Manager	–	Daniel	Boyden.	

Strengths 

young people from different schools / 
communities:

•	 working	collaboratively

•	 making	connections	&	sharing	stories

•	 breaking	down	postcode	&	cultural		
 barriers

•	 radical	and	very	personal	exploration	of		
 identity & place

•	 mixture	of	creative	activities	allowed	for		
 all the young people to fully participate

•	 national	platform	for	the	young	people		
 to be seen & to see themselves on

Opportunities

for the young people to:

•	 join	the	Galleries	Youth	Forum

•	 participate	in	the	drop-in	&	bookable		
 free art activities

•	 for	the	Arbour	to	partner	with	/		 	
 participate in the Gallery’s community  
 engagement, family and other relevant  
 programmes reasons : their portrayal in  
 the portraits & or their stories not being  
 the public realm / accessible

Weakness’s

keeping in contact with the Arbour 
Daniel has left the organisation -  Senior 
Management are facing additional 
changes /challenges

•	 keeping	in	contact	with	the	young			
 people -  they came together, as   
 individuals, for the project through  
 Daniel’s projects - not all have an   
 ongoing relationship with the Arbour 

•	 cultural,	economic	&	familial	barriers			
 effect the young people independently  
 accessing the Gallery - again Daniel  
 having left will impact on this 

Threats

•	 short	term	contracts	for	staff	at	the		
 Arbour  limit opportunities for sustained  
 partnership

•	 loss	of	funding	at	the		Arbour

•	 changes	to	DCMS	funding	-	museums		
 leading to charges for services

•	 short	term	project	funding
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Appendix 8: Biographies and images of sitters in the Creative Connections 
display

SYLVIA PANKHURST (1882–1960)
Political activist, writer, artist

Sylvia Pankhurst was one of the leading figures in the campaign to establish votes for 
women. She took part in demonstrations and violent acts in support of the cause and 
was arrested eight times between 1913 and 1914. In prison, she went on hunger strike to 
reinforce her protest.

Pankhurst was a leading anti-war campaigner during the First World War. During the 1930s 
she was active in the fight against fascism and helped Jewish refugees. She championed 
Ethiopian independence, and died in the capital, Addis Ababa, where she was so highly 
regarded that the Emperor Haile Selasse ordered a state funeral.

Creative Connection: Sylvia Pankhurst established a branch of the Women’s Social and 
Political	Union	(WSPU)	at	198	Bow	Road.	She	founded	a	day	nursery	
and toy factory at 45 Norman Road commemorated by a blue 
plaque	and	established	a	mother	and	baby	clinic	in	Old	Ford	Road.	
She lived in Bow from 1912 to 1924. She is commemorated by Sylvia 
Pankhurst	House	in	Warley	Street	and	a	statue	in	Mile	End	Park.

By Herbert Cole
Chalk, c.1925 Given by the sitter’s son, Richard Pankhurst, 1961
NPG 4244

RACHEL WHITEREAD (b.1963)
Sculptor

Rachel Whiteread’s work explores memory, loss, space and remembrance and often 
involves making casts of everyday objects or structures. Whiteread typically uses industrial 
materials such as plaster, resin and rubber in her work and the result is not the object itself, 
but the space around it. She has a significant international reputation with major works in 
collections	in	the	USA	and	Europe	including	the	Holocaust	Memorial	in	Vienna.	She	was	
awarded a CBE in 2006. 
Creative Connection:  Tree of Life, the freeze on the front of the Whitechapel Gallery, was 

Rachel	Whiteread’s	first	permanent	public	commission	in	the	UK.	In	
1993 she became the first woman to win the Turner Prize for House: 
a full-sized replica of the interior of a condemned Victorian terrace 
house	that	stood	at	193	Grove	Road,	Mile	End.	Tower	Hamlets	
Council demolished the work in 1994. Whiteread lives and works in a 
converted synagogue in Tower Hamlets.

By Gautier Deblonde
Bromide fibre print, 1999
NPG x126937
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EDITH CAVELL (1865–1915)
Nurse

Edith Cavell was invited to Brussels in 1907 to become director of a newly-established 
nurses’ training school. During the German occupation of Belgium in the First World War, 
she helped allied soldiers by providing them with hiding places, false papers and escape 
routes	and	the	nursing	school	became	a	base	for	the	Resistance	Movement.	Falling	under	
suspicion,	German	officials	paid	frequent	visits	to	the	clinic	and	Cavell	was	arrested	and	
sentenced to death. This led to international anger but despite intense diplomatic activity 
across	Europe	and	the	USA	she	was	shot	at	dawn	on	12	October	1915.	A	memorial	
statue of Cavell is situated opposite the entrance to the National Portrait Gallery on 
St	Martin’s	Place.

Creative Connection:		Cavell	trained	and	qualified	as	a	staff	nurse	
at the Royal London Hospital, where she is commemorated by a 
blue	plaque.	

By	Eleanor	M.	Ross
Watercolour and pencil, c.1917
NPG 5322

ELIZABETH GARRETT ANDERSON (1836–1917)
Physician

Elizabeth Garrett Anderson overcame opposition to women attending medical school or 
entering the medical profession and studied privately, becoming the first woman to sit 
the Society of Apothecaries’ exams. She became the first English woman doctor in 1865. 
Determined to open up the profession to women, she founded the first hospital to be 
staffed by women and to offer training to women. 

Garrett Anderson continued to be a pioneer for women’s rights and was the first woman 
to be elected to the School Board of London; the first woman to 
obtain	a	Doctor’s	degree	at	the	Sorbonne	University	in	Paris	and	the	
first	woman	mayor	in	the	UK.	

Creative Connection: Elizabeth Garrett Anderson was born at 1 
Commercial Road, Whitechapel and lived near the London Hospital 
at 8 Philpot Street, Whitechapel.

By Walery, published by Sampson Low & Co
Carbon print on card mount, published February 1889
NPG x8446
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MAHATMA GANDHI (1869–1948)
Activist and independence campaigner

Born in Porbander, India, Gandhi studied law in London. After returning to India he went to 
South	Africa	to	work	as	a	legal	advisor.	There	he	led	a	campaign	against	the	requirement	
for people of Indian heritage to carry identity cards. This resulted in his spending time in 
prison. Gandhi played a leading part in the formation of the Indian National Congress. 
He advocated the use of non-violent methods of resistance to British rule, such as fasting. 
Gandhi adopted a simple way of life and style of dress. He was widely respected as a great 
teacher, doing much to improve the plight of India’s poor. He was assassinated in Delhi in 
January 1948 by a Hindu activist. 

Creative Connection: Gandhi came to London in 1931 for a 
conference	on	constitutional	reform	in	India.	He	stayed	at	Kingsley	
Hall, Powis Road, Bow for three months. A centre for the poor, his 
decision to stay was to identify himself with the working class 
rather	than	the	privileged.	There	is	a	blue	plaque	on	the	building	to	
commemorate his visit.

By Elliott & Fry
Half-plate glass copy negative, 1931
NPG x82218

MARK GERTLER (1891–1939)
Poet and artist

Born	in	Spitalfields,	the	son	of	Jewish	immigrants,	Mark	Gertler	spent	his	childhood	in	
great poverty. The Jewish Education Aid Society funded his place at the Slade School of 
Fine Art where other students included Stanley Spencer, Paul Nash and Isaac Rosenberg. 
His obsessive love for the artist Dora Carrington was not returned and, together with his 
anti-war beliefs, this fuelled his creativity. Suffering from ill health and depression, and 
disappointed by his career, he committed suicide.

Creative Connection: Gertler was born at 16 Gun Street, 
Spitalfields	and	is	commemorated	by	a	blue	plaque	at	32	Elder	
Street,	Spitalfields.	A	coal-hole	cover	beneath	the	plaque	bears	a	
representation of his most famous painting to show the futility of 
war, The Merry-Go-Round (1916).

Possibly by Dora Carrington
Pencil, c.1909–1911
NPG 5431
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ISAAC ROSENBERG (1890–1918)
Artist

Isaac Rosenberg’s parents emigrated from Lithuania and arrived in London in 1897. 
Rosenberg started writing poetry when he was fourteen years old, encouraged by the 
librarian at Whitechapel. The library later also became the meeting place for his fellow-
artists	David	Bomberg	and	Mark	Gertler	who	were	part	of	the	Whitechapel	Group.	As	a	
result of friends’ generosity, he was able to afford to attend the Slade School of Fine Art. 
Despite being a pacifist, he enlisted for the First World War in 1915 not out of patriotism, 
but poverty. He wrote his finest poetry in the trenches in France where he was killed in April 
1918 aged twenty-seven. 

Creative Connection: A	blue	plaque	on	the	former	Whitechapel	Public	
Library, 77 Whitechapel High Street, records that this is where Isaac 
Rosenberg read and wrote poetry as there was nowhere to study at 
home. He attended the Baker Street board school in Stepney and lived 
in Cable, Jubilee and Dempsey Streets. 

Self-portrait
Oil on panel, 1915
Given	by	the	sitter’s	sister,	Mrs.	Wynick,	1959
NPG 4129 

DAVID ADJAYE (b.1966)
Architect

Tanzanian-born	British	architect	David	Adjaye	is	one	of	the	UK’s	most	successful	
architects. He topped the Power List 2013 of Britain’s most influential black people. His 
recent	work	includes	artist	collaboration	‘The	Source’	at	Tate	Liverpool	and	the	Mass	
Extinction	Monitoring	Observatory	on	the	Isle	of	Portland,	Dorset.	He	was	selected	to	
design	Washington	DC’s	National	Museum	of	African	American	History	and	Culture,	which	
is planned to open in 2015, and plans for his Hackney Fashion Hub have recently been 
unveiled. His work is influenced by African and contemporary art, as well as the local area of 

his buildings. He was awarded an OBE in 2007. 

Creative Connection: Adjaye’s Idea Store Whitechapel and Idea 
Store Chrisp Street re-imagine the modern library as a bustling 
community centre.

By Jonathan Root
Bromide toned print, 2007
NPG x133117
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JAMES COOK (1728–1779)
Circumnavigator

The son of a Yorkshire labourer, Captain James Cook learned how to work on ships on 
small East Coast trading boats. Described as ‘a good mathematician and very expert in 
his business’, he was chosen to command the Royal Navy ship the Endeavour in 1768, 
despite being an officer of a lower rank. Cook is most famous for charting the coasts of New 
Zealand, the east coast of Australia and the Pacific coast of North America. 

Creative Connection: After moving to London in 1762, Cook married 
the daughter of a Wapping publican and lived in Shadwell. Later they 
moved	to	88	Mile	End	Road,	Bow	where	he	is	commemorated	by	a	
blue	plaque.

By John Webber
Oil on canvas, feigned oval, November 1776
NPG 26

GEORGE LANSBURY (1859–1940)
Labour leader and pacifist

Lansbury was the founder and editor of the Daily Herald newspaper, a rallying point for 
opponents of the First World War and supporters of the Russian Revolution. An active 
supporter of the suffragette movement, he ran for parliament on the single issue of giving 
women the right to vote. Lansbury led the Labour Party from 1931 to 1935. An ardent 

believer in unilateral disarmament, he visited Adolf Hitler in 1937 to 
make a plea for peace. 

Creative Connection:	Mayor	of	Poplar	and	MP	for	Bow	and	Bromley,	
Lansbury’s home at 39 Bow Road was his political base. He is 
commemorated in Poplar by the Lansbury Estate, Lansbury Gardens 
and Lansbury Lodge.

By Sylvia Gosse
Oil on canvas, 1939 
NPG 3775
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MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT (1759–1797)
Writer and feminist 

A political radical and author of A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792), 
Wollstonecraft is now regarded as one of the founders of modern British feminism. 
As a writer she made a powerful case for the liberation and education of women. Her 
husband’s	startlingly	frank	Memoirs	of	Mary	Wollstonecraft	(1798)	dominated	the	public	
perception	of	her	after	her	death.	Their	daughter	was	the	author,	Mary	Shelley,	who	wrote	

the	novel	Frankenstein	or,	the	Modern	Prometheus	(1818).

Creative Connection: Wollstonecraft was born in the Spitalfields 
area. Her paternal grandfather was a successful Spitalfields silk 
weaver.

Oil on canvas, c.1797
Bequeathed	by	Jane,	Lady	Shelley,	1899
NPG 1237

THOMAS JOHN BARNARDO (1845–1905)
Philanthropist: founder of Barnardo’s Homes

Born and raised in Dublin. While waiting in London to travel to China as a missionary, 
Barnardo enrolled at the London Hospital to train as a doctor and taught at a Ragged 
school. He later set up his own school, which inspired him towards what was to be his life’s 
work. He was known as the ‘child’s champion’, approximately 60,000 girls and boys had 
benefitted from his work by the end of his life. 

Creative Connection: Barnardo taught and preached in Stepney 
and established the first of his orphanages, The Stepney Home for 
Boys, on Stepney Causeway. He is commemorated in the borough 
by Barnardo Street and Barnardo Gardens, Shadwell, and has a blue 
plaque	on	Coborn	Street,	Bow	where	he	first	lodged.

By Stepney Causeway Studios
Vintage bromide postcard print, before 1906
Given by Terence Pepper, 2012
NPG x136278
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DIZZEE RASCAL (b.1985) 
Rap singer, songwriter and DJ

Dylan	Kwabena	Mills	has	Ghanaian	and	Nigerian	heritage	and	grew	up	in	a	high-rise	
estate in Bow. 
Named ‘rascal’ by his teachers, who encouraged him to develop his musical talent, he 
began	rapping	in	the	UK	garage	style.	Aged	nineteen	he	won	the	£20,000	Mercury	Music	
Prize for his debut album Boy in Da Corner. His critically-acclaimed follow up work, Tongue 
N’ Cheek, was awarded gold and platinum discs with sales exceeding 300,000 units.

Creative Connection: Grew up in Bow and attended St Paul’s 
Way Trust School – a partner for the Creative Connections project 
2012/3. Attended, and is now a patron of, Tower Hamlets Summer 
University.

By Emma Hardy
C-type print, 22 August 2006
NPG x128793

ARCHBISHOP JOHN SENTAMU (b.1949)

In 2005, Sentamu was appointed Archbishop of York and became England’s first black 
archbishop.	Born	in	a	village	near	Kampala,	Uganda,	he	was	the	sixth	of	thirteen	children.	
Sentamu survived childhood sickness and famine to study law and become a barrister 
and then a High Court Judge. In 1974, his criticism of Idi Amin’s regime for human rights 
violations	led	to	his	arrest	and	his	departure	from	Uganda	to	Britain.	In	England	he	trained	
for	the	priesthood	and	was	ordained	in	1979.	He	was	an	adviser	to	the	inquiry	into	the	

death of Stephen Lawrence and chairman of the Damilola Taylor 
Investigation and Prosecution Review (2002).

Creative Connection: Bishop of Stepney 1996–2002 and currently  
 a Patron of Toynbee Hall, Whitechapel. 

By Sal Idriss
C-type print, September 2004
NPG x127164
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TRACEY EMIN (b.1963) 
Artist

Tracey	Emin	studied	at	Maidstone	College	of	Art	and	the	Royal	College	of	Art.	Her	work	
discloses the intimate details of her life across a range of media and notable works include 
Everyone	I	Have	Ever	Slept	With	1963–1995	(1995),	and	My	Bed	(1998),	exhibited	at	the	
Tate Gallery for the Turner Prize shortlist in 1999. Emin represented Britain at the Venice 
Biennale in 2007 and was elected a Royal Academician same year. She was awarded a CBE 

in 2012. 

Creative Connection: In 1993 initiated ‘The Shop’ with Sarah Lucas 
on Bethnal Green Road, Bethnal Green to market and sell their work. 
Today Emin lives on Fournier Street, Spitalfields.

By Dennis Toff
Archival inkjet print, 28 June 2007
NPG x131343

GILBERT & GEORGE
Artists

Artists Gilbert Proesch (b.1943) and George Passmore (b.1942) have worked together 
as Gilbert & George since they met in the 1960s when they were both studying at Saint 
Martin’s	School	of	Art,	London.	International	exhibitors	and	winners	of	the	Turner	Prize	in	
1986, they are noted for their performance work and large photo-pieces. Solo exhibitions 

include those at the Pompidou Centre, Paris (1981), the Guggenheim 
(1985)	and	a	major	retrospective	at	Tate	Modern	(2007).

Creative Connection: Gilbert & George have lived and worked 
together on Fournier Street, Spitalfields for over forty years.

By Julian Cottrell
Print on Hahnemuhle Photo Rag Bright White paper, 1971
NPG x133161
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available for 
copyright
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copyright
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BARBARA WINDSOR (b.1937)
Actress

Windsor	came	to	fame	for	her	role	on	stage	in	Fings	Ain’t	Wot	They	Used	T’Be	(1960)	and	
on film in Sparrows Can’t Sing (1963), a performance that won her a BAFTA nomination. 
She starred in several ‘Carry On’ films including Carry on Doctor (1968) and Carry on 

Camping	(1969)	and	played	Peggy	Mitchell	in	the	BBC	TV	series	
EastEnders for nineteen years.

Creative Connection: Born at the Whitechapel Hospital and lived in 
Shoreditch during her early years.

By	Michael	Ward
Bromide print, 22 August 1962
NPG x88647

DAME	HENRIETTA	BARNETT	(1851–1936)
Social reformer 

SAMUEL BARNETT (1844–1913) 
Church of England clergyman and social reformer

The Barnetts shared their work in east London for over twenty years. Among their 
achievements was the establishment of the Children’s County Holiday Fund. Henrietta went 
on to establish the Hampstead Garden Suburb Trust. She was active in many women’s 
organisations and founded the Dame Henrietta Barnett School.

Creative Connection: Samuel was Vicar of St Jude’s Parish Whitechapel. They founded 
the Whitechapel Art Gallery and Library and Toynbee Hall, Whitechapel: the first of the 

University	Settlements	established	to	encourage	aspiring	leaders	and	
statesmen to respond to the needs of the poor by living and working 
with them. Samuel is commemorated in the borough by Samuel 
Barnett Junior School, Commercial Street.

By Elliott & Fry
Bromide print, c. 1905
Given by Terence Pepper, 1976
NPG x696

image not 
available for 
copyright
reasons
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CLEMENT ATTLEE (1883–1967)
Prime	Minister

In	1922	Attlee	was	elected	Labour	MP	for	Limehouse,	and	in	1935	he	became	leader	of	
the party. He served in the 1940–5 coalition government. Winning the 1945 election, 
Attlee’s government laid the foundations of the National Health Service and the Welfare 
State and nationalised essential industries and utilities and the Bank of England. 

Creative Connection: Attlee volunteered as a young man at a boys club in Durham 
Road,	Stepney	and	later	became	Secretary	of	Toynbee	Hall,	Whitechapel.	Elected	Mayor	

of	Stepney	in	1919	he	went	on	to	be	Labour	MP	for	Limehouse	
for twenty-eight years. He is commemorated locally by Attlee 
House, Commercial Street and a statue outside Limehouse Library, 
Commercial Road.

By	Yousuf	Karsh
Bromide print, 1944
Given	by	Yousuf	Karsh,	1984
NPG P241

BEATRICE WEBB (1858–1943)
Social reformer and diarist

Author	of	The	Co-operative	Movement	in	Britain	(1891)	and	Factory	Acts	(1901),	
Beatrice Webb was, with her husband Sidney, a driving force in socialist intellectual 
circles at the beginning of the twentieth century and a prominent member of the Fabian 
Society – a socialist organisation. Among the Webbs’ joint publications are English Local 
Government	(9	volumes,	1906–29)	and	Soviet	Communism:	A	new	Civilization?	(1935).

Creative Connection: Published Dock Life in the East End of London and conducted 
an	enquiry	into	the	exploitation	of	workers	in	the	tailoring	trade	
in Stepney. Commemorated locally by Beatrice Webb House, 
Chisenhale Street.

By George Bernard Shaw, copy by Emery Walker Ltd
Photogravure, c.1900
Given by John Parker on behalf of the Trustees of 
Beatrice Webb House, 1987
NPG x12675
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DAVID BOMBERG (1890–1957)
Painter

Bomberg served with the Royal Engineers in France from 1915. His pre-War paintings 
Mud-Bath	and	The	Hold	(Tate	Gallery)	are	among	the	best	known	of	his	works	and	are	
recognised as masterpieces of the Vorticist movement. His later works are landscapes and 
portraits in a freely expressive style, which were often painted on his travels in Europe and 

the Near East. 

Creative Connection: Son of Polish, Jewish immigrants, Bomberg 
lived in Whitechapel and exhibited at the Whitechapel Art Gallery 
as	part	of	the	Whitechapel	Group	along	with	Mark	Gertler	and	Isaac	
Rosenberg.

By David Garshen Bomberg
Oil on millboard, c. 1937
NPG 5345a

SIR THOMAS FOWELL BUXTON, 1ST BT (1786–1845)
Philanthropist

A member of the Church of England, Buxton also attended Quaker meetings and became 
involved in the social reform movement. He helped raise money for the London weavers 
who were forced into poverty by new factories. Buxton provided financial support for prison 
reform	and	as	an	MP	worked	for	improved	prison	conditions	and	the	abolition	of	slavery.	He	

also opposed capital punishment and campaigned for its abolition. 

Creative Connection: Buxton lived and worked at the Old 
Truman	Brewery	in	Brick	Lane,	Whitechapel	where	a	blue	plaque	
commemorates him. Thomas Buxton Infant and Junior Schools, 
stand on Buxton Street Shoreditch.

By James Thomson, after Abraham Wivell
Stipple engraving, (1821)
NPG D20845
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Appendix 9: Interpretation content in the Creative Connections display

•	 Introduction	panel	that	provided	a	brief	overview	of	the	four	years	of	Creative		 	
 Connections and the year one activities. 

•	 Dedicated	area	at	the	beginning	of	the	display	to	provide	a	sense	of	Tower	Hamlets		
 ‘Sprit of Place’. This comprised of:
	 •	 a	large	cut-out	map	of	the	borough	from	the	(iconic)	London	A-Z	with	individual		
  street names and places easily recognisable allowing and audiences to locate 
  themselves, familiar landmarks and the sitters links
	 •	 the	film	made	by	with	the	Arbour	‘Tower	Hamlets	my	Home’	which	provided	a		
  digital portrait of place’ as seen through the eyes of young people 
	 •	 a	text	panel	describing	the	boroughs	heritage	and	current	characteristics.

•	 Large	quotes	on	the	walls	from	the	sitters	and	the	young	people,	above	the	portraits	of		
 the eight sitters the project focused on, which epitomised the connections made  
	 (between	the	young	people	and	the	sitters	lives).	The	quotes	gave	an	immediate	sense	
 of the sitter and their achievements and personality and the impact that connection 
 with them that had on the young people. Responding to each other, the    
 conversational style inherently communicated something of both the emotional and  
 or intellectual relationship between the two.

•	 Biographies	of	each	of	sitter	with	and	updated	language	to	support	accessibility	and		
 appeal for a younger audience. 

•	 New	additions	to	each	biography,	to	contribute	to	the	story	of	place,	linking	the	sitter		
 to the place/s in the borough they were /are connected to describing why and how this  
 was and any legacy.

•	 An	interpretation	panel	that	was	visually	led	for	the	‘block	puzzle	artworks’	showing		
 the key stages to their being made.

•	 Book	that	showed,	through	photographic	imagery,	the	process	of	engagement	and		
 the creation of the block puzzle artworks with the young people from St Paul’s Way  
 Trust School. Taking audiences through the process chronologically, the book showed  
 each of the young people alongside their artwork thus visually illustrating how each  
 young person contributed to the final ‘block puzzle artworks’ giving ‘the artists’ a face.

•	 Dedicated	website	that	told	the	project	story	through:
	 •	 video	interviews	with	the	project	partners	who	described	their	ambitions,		 	
  experience and what for them had been the significant outcomes 
	 •	 video	interview	with	the	project	artist	who	shared	her	practice	and	approach	again		
  and what they felt had been achieved by the young people and themselves
	 •	 the	portraits	and	biographies	of	the	sitters	and	their	connection	to	the	borough	
	 •	 imagery	of	the	young	people	and	their	interpretative	artworks	to	show	their			
  process
	 •	 face	book	page	which	invited	people	to	engage	digital	either	after	they	has	been		
  project participants, had been to the display, attended an event or visited the site
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Appendix 10: Creative Connections events programme

Lunchtime Lectures
Thursday 20 June
Lecture: Creative Connections: Gandhi in London
Lord Bhikhu Parek, President of the Gandhi Foundation, focuses on Gandhi’s time spent 
in London, both as a student and again in 1931, as a delegate of the Round Table 
conference	at	Kingsley	Hall.
Free, Ondaatje Wing Theatre

Thursday 11 July
Lecture: Creative Connections: Sylvia Pankhurst
Historian	Martin	Pugh	discusses	the	life	of	Sylvia	Pankhurst,	the	aspiring	artist	and	activist,	
nicknamed the ‘Rebellious Suffragette.’
Free, Ondaatje Wing Theatre

Thursday 15 August
Lecture: Creative Connections: The Pioneering Garretts
Author Jenifer Glynn draws on the influence and lasting legacy of physician Elizabeth 
Garrett Anderson and her family.
Free, Ondaatje Wing Theatre

Walking Tours
14.00 – 16.00

29 June
Walking Tour: Creative Connections: Plaques and Monuments
Discover more about the history of Tower Hamlets on this walking tour with Blue Badge 
Guide Alan Read. For meeting point, visit the website.
Tickets	£10/£8
14.00 – 16.00

20 July
Walking Tour: Creative Connections: The Radical Jewish East End
Explore the Jewish heritage of Tower Hamlets with tour guide David Rosenberg. For 
meeting point, visit the website.
Tickets	£10/£8
14.00 – 16.00

17 August
Walking Tour: Creative Connections: The Suffragette movement in Tower Hamlets
Learn more about the Suffragette’s connection to the district of Bow with tour guide Ian 
Porter. For meeting point, visit the website.
Tickets	£10/£8
Late Shift
20.00 – 20.30

Thursday 13 June
Lecture: Creative Connections: An Introduction 
Join contemporary artist Lucy Steggals talking about her participatory artwork in the 
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Creative Connections display. 
Free, Rooms 37 & 37a
19.00 – 20.00

Thursday 4 July
Lecture: Creative Connections: The Jewish East End 
Clive Bettington, tour guide and founder of the Jewish East End Celebration Society 
explores the history of Tower Hamlets through its Jewish community.
Free, Room 20
19.00 – 20.00

Thursday 11 July
Lecture: Creative Connections: The Bengali Community 
Director	of	the	Swadhinata	Trust,	Ansar	Ahmed	Ullah,	celebrates	the	unique	contribution	
that the Bengali community have made in shaping culture, food, fashion and history in the 
East End.
Free, Room 20

19.00 – 20.00
Thursday 25 July
Lecture: Creative Connections: Spitalfields Life 
The Gentle Author, who has written more than a thousand pen portraits of people in the 
East End, introduces a portrait of favourite characters. 
Free, OWT

19.00 – 20.00
Thursday 15 August
Lecture: Creative Connections: The changing face of the East End
Stefan Dickers, Head of Archives and Libraries at the Bishops Gate Institute, delves into the 
history of the area in this illustrated lecture.
Free, Room 20

19.00 – 20.00
Thursday 29 August
Lecture: Creative Connections: Artists as Activists 
The East End has been home to many artists and activists. Learn more about artist’s 
responses to war and conflict.
Free, Room 37 BSL interpreted
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Appendix 11: Participant and event programme figures 

Events

Workshops with St Paul’s Way School

Workshops with the Arbour

Private View

Sector Event

Understanding	British	Portraits	Conference

Young people’s event at the Gallery

Family event at the Gallery

Public programme : An Introduction

Public programme: Gandhi in London

Public	programme:	Walking	Tour:	Plaques	
and	Monuments

Public programme: The Jewish East End

Public programme: Sylvia Pankhurst

Public programme: The Bengali Community

Creative Connections: Walking Tour: The 
Radical Jewish East End

Public programme: Spitalfields Life

Public programme: The Pioneering Garretts

Public programme: The Changing Face of 
the East End

Public programme: Walking Tour: 
The Suffragettes

Public programme: Artists as Activists

Gallery visitors June, July and August 2013

Numbers and age range

49 young people, 3 adults

8 young people, 4 adults

40 young people,  39 adults

32 adults

39 adults

12 young people

11 children, 18 adults

34 adults

67 adults

10 adults

55 adults

90 adults

21 adults

20 adults

121 adults

87 adults

65 adults

20 adults

41 adults

495,000
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Appendix	12:	Marketing,	press	and	Gallery	audience	figures

(Report produced by Claire Jackson, Marketing Assistant and Scott Morris Digital 
Communications Officer)

Creative Connections leaflet

Onsite	racking	included	the	Information	Desk	in	the	Main	Hall,	our	premier	distribution	
point on Floor -1 and in the display space throughout the run of the display. 

Distribution

The distribution went out as planned and was positively accepted on both the 
Neighbourhood Runs and the East London Special Runs (please see attached for venue 
lists) with print being displayed in individual holders in each venue. 

In terms of reach, we displayed in 100 venues within the Tower Hamlets borough and the 
Special Runs which ensured our print was seen across East London (Hackney, Newham) 
in key venues including cafes, bars, shops, libraries, community venues and public spaces 
connecting with people living in the borough and reaching a more culturally active 
audience.

Generic Gallery marketing activity

Creative Connection display listed on the Displays page of June – 
August 2013 What’s On. 60,000 copies printed, distributed onsite, 
through	targeted	external	runs	and	to	Gallery	Members.
Creative Connections events listed on the monthly Events Railings 
board in June, July and August. We estimate 2.25million people 
pass these in a week. 

Creative Connections display included in Web Explorer screen 
rotation in the Digital Space throughout the run of the display. 

Total Run

20,000

Onsite distribution

10,000

Targeted distribution

10,000

Total

Network/

Run

Details Maximum 

Quantities

Neighbourhood 
Runs

Special Runs

Bethnal Green / 
Globe Town /Bow

Aldgate, Wapping, 
Shadwell, Isle of 
Dogs

East London 1

East London 2

29/5/13A5 x4 3/6/13 2,500 

2,500

2,500

2,500

10,000

Print Type Delivery 

Deadline 

Start date
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E-communications

Creative Connections featured in the Gallery Display section of the monthly What’s On 
enews sent to 113,000 subscribers in July (see below). This mention linked directly to the 
display microsite. Creative Connections events featured in the Late Shift Highlights section 
of the monthly What’s On enews in July and August (see below).

Third party reciprocal mentions – Create London eshot to 75 people including community 
groups, local organisations and personal contacts in the arts and Tower Hamlets.

Twitter: The project, display and events were promoted regularly through the main Gallery 
Twitter account. A number of appropriate individuals and organisations were targeted and 
retweeted	or	mentioned	the	project,	including	Bishopsgate	Institute,	Spitalfields	Market,	
Iniva,	Bow	Arts,	Rich	Mix,	Christ	Church	Spitalfields	and	the	Old	Truman	Brewery.

Instagram: Photos from Creative Connections Walking Tours were shared to Instagram 
and participants were encouraged to share their own images using the hashtag 
#npgcreativeconnections.

Visitor Research

There was a considerable increase in the percentage of 16–35 year old visitors from 
Tower Hamlets to the Gallery over the period of the display.

Press coverage

10 June 2013 East End Life Creative Connections project display news story
11 June 2013 London Town web Creative Connections

2013 Research 
Quarter

Total Number 
of Visitors 

during quarter

% of visitors 
from London

% of London-
visitors from 

Tower Hamlets

% of 16–35 
year old 

visitors from 
Tower Hamlets

April – June

July – September 

479,031

509,206

28%

28%

1%

5%

3%

13%
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19 July 2013 Bangla Mirror Creative Connections lecture review
5 September 2013 Independent Arts Agenda Creative Connections display 
recommendation
4 September 2013 Londonist (online) Creative Connections display recommendation

Listings

The List: 
www.list.co.uk/event/20451713-creative-connections/ 
Visit London: 
www.visitlondon.com/things-to-do/event/31498195-creative-connections-at-national-
portrait-gallery 
Art Slant: 
www.artslant.com/lon/events/show/276135-creative-connections-year-one-tower-hamlets 

Press Release 
Monday	10	June	2013
CREATIVE CONNECTIONS
On display at the National Portrait Gallery, London, from 10 June until 8 September 2013
Rooms 37 and 37a
Generously supported by the Palley family

Edith Cavell by	Eleanor	M.	Ross,	c. 1917 © National Portrait Gallery, London   
Student from St. Paul’s Way Trust School at work on the project, 2013, 

Photograph © National Portrait Gallery, London 

A collaborative portraiture display has opened today (10 June 2013) at the National 
Portrait Gallery, London. Creative Connections is a new four-year (2012 -16) participatory 
arts project led by the Gallery’s Learning department designed to extend the Gallery’s 
work engaging young people with portraiture. This initial project is sited on Tower Hamlets 
in London’s East End. The display comprises works from the Gallery’s primary Collection 
complemented with collaborative works by young people and locally based artist Lucy 
Steggals. The project enabled young people to discover links to their local area and in turn 
explore issues past and present surrounding identity, belonging, connection and legacy. 
In this first year the project is focused on Tower Hamlets, working with 49 young people 
aged 14-16 at St. Paul’s Way Trust Secondary School in Bow and local artist Lucy Steggals. 
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Together they have been discovering and interpreting connections between people and 
place. Sitters in the Collection that have a link to Tower Hamlets include Edith Cavell, 
Elizabeth	Garrett	Anderson,	Isaac	Rosenberg,	Mark	Gertler	and	Mahatma	Gandhi.	In	
addition the Gallery has created a new partnership with The Arbour, a community 
organization	based	in	Mile	End	(established	after	the	Second	World	War	to	provide	
support to the local community). Young people from The Arbour have made a video 
portrait of Tower Hamlets which forms part of the Creative Connections display. 
The next three years of the participatory project will see the Gallery’s Learning department 
working with young people from other London Boroughs and local artists, to be displayed 
in consecutive summers. This year’s display was co-ordinated by Helen Whiteoak, Head 
of	Participation	and	Ruth	Clarke,	Participation	Project	Manager,	National	Portrait	Gallery,	
London.
Sandy Nairne, Director of the National Portrait Gallery, London, says: ‘I am delighted that 
the National Portrait Gallery is working with young people across London for the next four 
years through the Creative Connections project. This vital outreach work has been made 
possible through generous support from the Palley Family’

Helen Whiteoak, Head of Participation, National Portrait Gallery, London, says: ‘The 
opportunity to develop a 4-year creative art project engaging young people in the 
Gallery’s Collection is fantastic. Each year we will work with schools and youth groups 
across the city exploring stories of leadership, citizenship, social change and achievement.’
Lucy Steggals, Artist, says: ’ Working in parallel with the students we created an oscillating 
puzzle that when paused reveals the visual connections made between the students, 
sitters and the place they share. What emerged for me was a gentle reminder that there is 
ordinary in the extraordinary.’

Daniel	Boydon,	Manager	of	the	Act	Change!	Programme	at	The	Arbour,	says:	‘	There’s	
been a buzz and an excitement that has been growing over the last couple of months and 
a sense that this project could be an important part of a larger conversation around what t 
means to a young person living in 2013.’

CREATIVE CONNECTIONS Rooms 37 and 37a, 10 June until 8 September 2013, at the 
National Portrait Gallery, London
www.npg.org.uk

EVENTS (listing)
Notes to Editor – Lucy Steggals Biography and sitter information
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Appendix	13:	Digital	Media	

Project website: The project website contained the following tabs / links:

 Homepage: Introduction to the project and display in year one with young people’s  
 artwork images and links to the other pages.

 Explore: Interpretation of the Collection - the sitters, their biographies, artworks and  
	 quotes	from	the	sitters	and	young	people.

 Watch: ‘Tower Hamlets my Home’ - a film about place made with project partners, 
 The Arbour.

 Artists: Project process described from the perspective of the artist and the project  
 partners through filmed interviews shown alongside images of the young 
 people’s artwork.

 Events: Programme of related events.

 Visit: Location information.

 Links to Gallery’s social media channels (Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, Flickr) including a  
 newly-created Facebook Page specifically for the project.

Youth Forum feedback: The Gallery’s Youth Forum were asked to feedback on the design 
of the project website at the end of the first year to assess its appeal /relevance to younger 
audiences and help to shape the development of content for year two. 

Overall they were very positive about the site and enjoyed its visually led approach and 
distinct design, feeling that it was ‘much more modern’ and ‘exciting and dynamic’. The 
tone of the content was also felt to be appropriate to the age group. The only challenge 
identified was the navigation of content on the Explore page.

The group made the following recommendations for the development of the site in 
year two:

Audience interaction on the site took place through the facebook page, extending this 
would help to extend participation. Potential routes for this could be an extended digital 
participation project and or an interactive game.

The distinct design of the site helped to position its youth orientation, the visually 
led content and the strong design of the project logo were key to this. Extending this 
approach through new content and linking to visually orientated social media channels 
would build on this success.

The use of social media on the site not only promotes participation but also keeps content 
live and fresh. The social media platforms employed need to be extended and better 
forgrounded to support this. 

Video content is helpful in providing insights into the project process, putting the videos 
together in one section though could prohibit viewing. Placing the videos throughout the 
site at relevant points could help to support engagement. 
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Microsite stats (1 June to 16 Nov 2013)

www.npg.org.uk/creativeconnections

•	 17,008 page views
•	 44.8%	new	visitors
•	 55.2%	returning	visitors
•	 86.16%	UK
•	 51.2%	London

Facebook (10 June to 16 Nov 2013)
www.facebook.com/npgcreativeconnections
•	 66	posts	
•	 80	Page	‘Likes’	(Followers)	
•	 626	referrals	to	the	microsite	from	Facebook	and	Twitter.

Since June, the Page has allowed us to test out a variety of approaches: 
•	 posting	facts	and	photos	linked	to	Tower	Hamlets	and	the	Sitters	in	the	display
	 behind-the-scenes	reporting	from	the	project	team,	posting	quotes	and	photos	from		
•	 Gallery	events	and	off-site	tours,		
•	 encouraging	user	comments,	photos	and	feedback.	

Content has been primarily generated by the project team and supported by the Digital 
Communication Officer through initial set up the page, live-tweeting at several public 
events and promoting the project across the Gallery’s online social networks.

twitter.com/search?q=from%3ANPGLondon%20creative%20connections&src=typd

www.facebook.com/nationalportraitgallery/posts/10151710700609664

www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151744395179664&set=a.300574584663.1821
47.213441154663&type=1

www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10100317570064454
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Appendix 14: Budget overview 

Creative Connections Year One budget report
 
 
 Payroll: 

Staffing

Payroll total

Non Payroll: 

Workshop supporter

Exhibition designer

Website development

Non payroll total

Payroll Casual: 

Fees for artist/artists

Payroll casual total

Project expenses: 

Art materials - workshops & artwork production

Equipment	for	display	e.g.	frames,	display	cases

Interpretation materials for display

Marketing	-	print,	design	&	distribution

Private View

Contingency - creation of education materials

Project expenses total

Travel & Subsistence:

Travel & Subsistence

Travel & Subsistence total

Total

Budget Spent Balance

77594

77594

72531

72531

5063

5063

200

4500 

8000

12700 

0

4500 

0

4500 

0

4500

0

8200

6500

12700 

 6,780

6,780 

-280

-280

3400

2600

2400

2050

1000

1350

12800 

 2926

2647

2000

2050

841

0

10464 

474

-47

400

0

159

1350

2336

500

500 

 110094 

498

498 

94773 

2

2

15321
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Appendix 15: Project and display images
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Sam Hill
Rabeena	Khan
Paul Hill
Jess

Project participants 
from St Paul’s Way 
Trust School
Javed 
Shakil 
Nazmul 
Forida 
Masuma	
Moriom	
Noori 

Shafia 
Sultana 
Jessica 
Nika 
Kamran	
Noorani 
Shah 
Tahmin 
Nazira 
Abdul
Fahim 
Rajib 
Shahinur 
Nabila 

Azhar 
Rakib 
Ruhana 
Afzal
Jamila
Afsana
Aleemah
Fabiha
Julekha
Mohima
Khaleda
Rushnia
Syeda
Zobeda

Maisha
Majoice
Aneesha
Anika
Mahfuzur
Misbaur
Mahmuda
Imran
Zaman
Minar
Sourish
Moniqua

Daniel Boydon
Zakaria Hussain

Project participants 
from the Arbour

Farhana 
Yohan
Ronaldo
Millie
Bobbie-Jo 
Majeda
Saif

With thanks to

St Paul’s Way Trust School
www.spwt.net

Project sounding board

Anna Haward
Malcolm	Bar	Hamilton
Stefan Dickers
Clive Bettington
Roger	Mills
Samantha Bird

Exhibition designer
Nicky Doyle
www.odessadesign.co.uk

The Arbour
www.thearbour.org.uk


